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ometimes in life you will find yourself in a situation that you may 

not want to be in. It is when this happens to walk away from it 

immediately or embrace it tenfold and goes hard. Life can 

through you obstacles that will make you or break you. Winners are 

not born they are built and determined by how they handle lost. A love 

one dying isn’t a sad day but a happy one because they no longer 

have to live in the hell of the world; this is the actual dimension that 

we live in today. Never out shine the master But Never allow 

y ourself to fall to far be him it is all about the get back.it!!! 
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he old man Mr Mathew sat quietly deep in thought. 

In the last ten years he had boost his only grandchild 

rut was able to build his organization to one of the 

biggest drug syndicates in the world.  

Lately he felt his health and mental capacity slipping and 

knew that it was only a matter of time before he himself 

faded to black.  

He had kept this information to himself and away from his 

two great grandsons and their mother for good reason.  

No one needed to know whether he was in good health dead 

or alive because his death could only create a vacuum in the 

underworld that his organization may not be able to recover 

from. He trusted guess with his life and that he would 

always make the correct decision in all situation, but guess 

was not a dangerous as some of the other people who had 
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made their way into the underworld in the last five years or 

so.  

The commission had not yet ran into a problem that they 

couldn’t find the solution to but things had changed to the 

point where they were not the only show in town and the 

influential powers had been split now. 

This created a problem in the Old man head because he had 

come up in a time where only one or two people controlled 

everything and now-a-days that was not the case. 

This was an issue because he knew that guess was under the 

same old school tarring and mind-set that he was and 

couldn’t see the future with the commission having to share 

power, share cities and states and share money. 

He looked up and out of deep thought to find his oldest 

great grandson king staring at him and asking him did he 

ever stop thinking.  

This questioned garner another question in return to which 

Mr Mathew asked king did your father ever stop thinking.  

Most kids that were in the middle of this interact would 

have felt uncomfortable but King smiled and answered the 

question stating that maybe thinking too is what got monster 

killed.   

Kings thrived himself as the rebirth of monster where he 

was quicker, smarter, faster and way more brutal then his 

father was. 

He didn’t think this as a sign of disrespect but as an honour 

for when it was his turn the world wouldn’t be able to rid of 

him as easy as they had did his father.  
The Old man looked at his younger sibling and told him that his 

day would come but for now he needed to leave how to live 

because he was sure that he already knew how to die.  
King walked away from his great grandfather shaking his 

head at the fact that he still didn’t believe that king was 

ready.  

He was nineteen years old now the same age as his sister 

when she died with their father in their house.  

Since that day he knew what it was he would do it.   



 

 

King knew that he would take his father's place and turn the 

organization into the future. He and Nunu would always 

discuss this fact whenever they were amongst themselves.  

He had a younger brother by the name of Isaiah which 

Nunu was the mother too.  

He treated and respected her as his mother would have 

wanted from him in that regards.  

He sat in that panic room and watches rage in Nunu’s eye 

and knew that she did not have an issue being out there 

protecting his father and mother with her own life.  

A week before his Delhi king's father completed a book 

deal that advanced him 1 .5 million dollars and the book 

itself sold millions and was listed as a bestselling for close 

in a year after it dropped.  

Word had gotten out that the book writer was actually a 

gangster in the street and the book to kill a monster was 

base off of some true facts that had transpired in his life.  

When the public found this out the book sales had soared 

and the financial kick back was crazy.  

Not that William was short of cash flow; put it left a nice 

sum of funds going to king and Nunu without worries.  

Our course the commission gave Nunu and king a Gump 

sum of 25 million dollars and Monster and Lisa had over 19 

million in the stash that also went to King and Nunu. 

So, they were rich at least three times over, so money was 

never an issue growing up.  

In Bahamas Nunu and King had made a life for themselves 

and stayed below the radar. Monster’s grandfather had 

purchased the vacation resort for Nunu and King as an 

investment business so the generate cash and give 

something to do.  

Nunu didn’t have an issue being the owner of a vacation 

resort but she focused a lot of her time raising King and 

Isaiah and informing them of just how cold of a world they 

lived in. King was different since the day his father and 

mother were murdered. Nunu watched him watch the same 

CCTV footage of his father and mother in the gun fight that 



 

 

ended their life and one thing that she remembers to this 

date was the fact that king didn’t blink and didn’t shed one 

tear as he watched the murder.  

King was becoming something special kind of like a version 

of monster 2.5.  

Nunu paid close attention because she knew automatically 

that he would play a pivotal role if or when she return to the 

united states to take back what was rightfully hers.  

Nunu also was aware that grand dad was sick and probably 

not going to make it much longer.  

She and king never held a discussion about the matter but 

she was certain that King felt and believed the same thing.  

She also knew that they Roth understood that if and when 

that happened that she, King and Isaiah was going home to 

take control and revenge the death of lists, JJ and monster.  

Nunu watched from the window King’s interaction with his 

great grandfather and saw that King respected him but 

really didn’t care of what his opinion was on whatever it 

was that they was taking about. 

She watched in amazement knowing that king would be an 

unstoppable force when he was fully ready to go.  

It was a nice Sunday afternoon when Mr Mathews called a 

one on one meeting with guess telling him that he didn’t 

feel that he had much long left before he went off to see his 

grandson monster.  

Guess cheered the bowman up but knew that he was right in 

what he was feeling.  

Guess asked him in case he was right was there anything 

that he needed to know or deal with in ant particular 

fashion.   

The Old man laughed and looked into guess eyes over the 

laptop screen to the point where guess felt as if Mr Mathews 

was looking into his soul.  

The Old man explained that he believed that king was ready 

and he also had reason to believe shortly after his death that 

Nunu would return to the states.  



 

 

Guess asked him what he expected from the commission 

and personally he if that happened.  

The Old man stated to guess that he was glad that he asked 

that and then he spent the next hour explaining that if Nunu 

and King ever returned to the United States that she and 

King was to replace him and become the chair couple as 

mother and son of the commission.  

The Old man was under the impressions that guess was 

upset by the silence that was on the line of the video chat or 

that maybe even the connection had gotten stuck. 

But guess was actually relived because he was well prepped 

by monster for the position ten years ago but had been 

having a lot of issues adapting to the new times and the 

sharing of power.  

He voiced this to the Old man and he explained that from 

all his interactions with his great grandson he didn’t think 

that cracking the whip and regaining full power under the 

commission would be a problem at all.  

The Old man went on to explain the fire that he always saw 

in King's eyes whenever they spoke.  

He told guess that he was able to tell that the fire was there 

and present and that King and Nunu was just nursing it and 

understanding how to control it if anything. 

The Old man was certain that Nunu and King didn’t believe 

that he has able to see what it was that he saw so neither of 

them ever voiced what it was that they really felt. 

He really loved things that way.  

It was the same relationship that he had with his grandson 

Williams and he loved it that was so, that he could always 

have their backs just as he had William's back.  

Mr Mathews knew that even though he was a fugitive from 

the law and would more than likely die a fugitive that he 

had plenty of Allies in the southern section of the east coast 

that could always swatch from the shadows and ensure 

Nunu 's King and Isaiah’s safety for as long as they were 

alive.  



 

 

The Old man and guess concluded their meeting and both 

went back to doing what it was that they were doing before 

the meeting had started.  

Mr Matthews always kept a bad ass Bahamian rich around 

him if not for his sexual escapades just for eye candy.  

Today was nothing different.  

He had a dark chocolate joint by the name of China that 

catered to his every move and rode the best dick in the West 

Indies.  

He called her overt to him and asked her to sit down with 

him on the back porch in the sun chairs because he needed 

to speak to her.  

Once China was seated he took the next few hours speaking 

to her and watching the sunset. He explained to her that 

when Nunu and King leave the island she was to move and 

live with them as a maid and watch over them and protect 

King and Isa with her life.  

He told her that her and Nunu and the same skill set and he 

knew that Nunu could fend for herself.  

Mr Matthew then went on to tell China the account 

information for a secret account with 2 million dollars 

inside of it that was now hers and then he explained that 

there was deeds to two properties on the Island to two 

different Mansions in the upstairs bedroom dresser draw. 

Those two deeds were to be given to her mother and Grand 

Mother. 

China didn’t waste any time trying to figure out what was 

Mr Matthew's issue and why was re giving away money as 

if he was leaving today for the afterlife because she knew 

first hand that he was dying.  

Mr Matthew had developed stage four cancer three years 

ago and had never informed anyone other than her in his 

life.  

He never wanted to come across as weak and would die 

with that as a secret.  



 

 

After he was down and sat quite. China bent over and began 

to suck Mr Matthew’s dick while he watched the sunset and 

listened to Bob Marley playing on his wireless speaker.  

The next morning as China was outside handling the 

errands that Mr Matthew gave her the night before, King 

was knocking on his great grandfather’s door wondering 

why he wasn’t answering.   

Every morning for the last ten years they had tea and coffee 

and spoke about his father until he left the house for school 

or for the business that they had built since moving to the 

Island.  

King Immediately called Nunu who rushed over to the 

estate and used the spare key to open the bedroom door.  

Inside of the room King and Nunu came to find Mr 

Matthew dead with a big smile on his face as if he died with 

a secret. 

On the red next to him was a two page letter that laid out 

the location for over 100 million dollars in cash and deeds 

to four estates within the United States, One on each coast 

in North South East and West.  

They both agreed that keeping the death quiet was the best 

course of action to take, so they enlisted the assistance of 

some of the Island people and China's family members to 

place Mr Matthew's body on a boat and set it to the Ocean.  

That night monsters best friend his Allie and his 

Grandfather was set off to sail the ocean until he came and 

brought him home with him.  
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fter the death of King’s great Grand Father, Nunu, 

King and China sat down to discuss them returning 

back to the United States.  

The first order of business was to kill Julius baby mother 

who was directly responsible for the death of Lisa, JJ and 

Monster.  

Nunu was undecided on if she should do it personally send 

China of have fugues and the commission do it as a 

welcome home gift,  

Nunu understood and respected the position that China was 

given in their lives from the Old man because she once held 

the same position in monster’s life.  

She didn’t think that they needed more killers under the 

same roof because she was 110% certain that King was 

ready even though he hadn’t yet committed murder.  

Her baby boy Isaiah was so sweet but she also saw the killer 

instant within him as well. China explained that she would 

have like to deal with the situation personally because she 
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witness through Mr Mathew's just how much pain he 

endured from the death of his only grandson.  

Nunu starred chin down questionably as if asking her 

without speaking words was she really ready for what she 

just said.  

China laughed inside knowing exactly what it was that it 

was that Nunu was thinking.  

In a blink of her eyes she had a straight blade razor in her 

hands and at Nunu 's throat before Nunu knew what was 

happening,  

China then said to Nunu "I looks like you are the rusty one 

baby girl" Nunu then explained that pulling a nice move 

once was a gummy and that murder in the United States was 

a different story, especially with the enforcement agencies 

and the technology that they used when solving crimes.  

China shook her head and stated to Nunu please do not be 

fool by the laid back innocent demeanour that i display.  

There is a reason Mr Matthew kept me around out of all the 

other ladies that he had before during and after me.  

The entire time that they were talking, Nunu was 

positioning herself where she could pull out her 22 calibre 

gun on China.  

Just as she made her move to show china how easy the 

dropped could be put on her, China made her move in 

defence. 

As Nunu 's arm extended outwards China's left palm was 

placed on Nunu 's chest and Nunu was pulled towards her to 

feel the gun being yanked out of her hand and pointed back 

adhered.  

China gave Nunu an evil snare which then made Nunu 

realized that China was just as dangerous as or more 

dangerous than she was herself.  

Throughout the years Nunu had no need to practice the 

skills that she head live by or so long and it was obvious 

that she was out of shape and rusty just a China stated. 



 

 

For that she explained to China that starting the next day 

that they would train together, run together workout 

together until each was just as sharp as the next.  

Nunu lived on the same estate as Mr Matthew with King 

and Isa.  

She had not ben with a man since being with monster.  

Yes there was men tripping over each other to get to her but 

Nunu knew that no man would be able to console her and 

deal with the life style that she lived and may have been 

preparing to go back to.  

So for that reason she concentrated on King and Isaiah and 

settled for self-pleasure of a real man.  

King had always kept in contact with his cousin and best 

friend Vincent who was Jennifer’s son.  

He knew like Nunu did that one day he would return to the 

states and didn’t want to not have any friends.  

Keeping in contact with Vincent had it benefits anyway 

because instead of becoming a Grade A kid he was the 

leader of the Gorilla stone Ape in Charolaise no and 

controlled 50% of the drug trade and almost all of the 

killing. 

So when Vincent saw that King was calling him he wasted 

no time answering the phone to the Nigga he considered to 

be his brother. 

King went through the normal check in conversation and 

then asked Vincent how was things from him.   

Vincent never spoke to King in slang or gang tone because 

he respected King and looked up to King and always 

wanted to how and shows that level or respect.  

Vincent informed King that everything was great and that 

the only thing missing in his life was King.  

King explained that things will not be like that for long.  

Vincent did ask any question but knew what his job was. He 

had to prep the city for King's return and informs all his 

blood Niggas of what was coming their way.  

He always spoke about King so everyone knew him without 

meeting him.  



 

 

When king hang up the phone with Vincent he attempted to 

call Nunu to inform her of what had taken place in his 

conversation with Vincent.  

Nunu knew Vincent and his mother very well; she was like 

a sister to Jennifer and aunt to Vincent.  

Nunu saw King calling and decided to end the call but to 

call back via face time.  

When King picked up the face time he was under the 

impression that Nunu wanted to speak about something 

without concern of it being on a direct line.   

What he saw was something that he didn’t expect.  

Nunu and China was both in spandex clothing and doing 

workout moves like planks and pull ups.   

In the background China had in both hands ten pound dumb 

bells and was throwing jabs at the air.  

King knew that this workout would make her hands two 

times faster than it was when the bells were not in her 

hands.  

King spoke to his mother but was looking pass her as he 

spoke because he had always been fixated on China for 

years now and since he was of the age would have loved to 

try her. 

Nunu told king to stay focus and explain what took place in 

his call with Vincent. 

When the call was over and Nunu went back to finish her 

half of the work out retuning China told her that she needed 

to keep a close eye on King before she becomes a 

grandmother because she had no problem at all throwing 

that pussy on him.  

Nunu had never really heard China speak so blunt but 

already knew exactly what it was she saw in King.  

Like his father and grandfather both King was handsome 

and stood six feet even.  

He did Poses something rare that monster and Mr Matthews 

didn’t have which was rareness about him that showed he 

was calculated and diligent in everything that he said out of 

his mouth and every move that he made.  



 

 

Nunu was basically King's mother and she found it 

attractive so she knew what women who held no relations to 

King must have felt about this attribute.  

China was young and Loyally Nunu saw this in how she 

dealt with King’s grandfather. What Nunu was trying to 

figure out was did Mr Mathew discussion about this and 

King ever have their own discussion about this that was 

being displayed all of a sudden.  

Nunu made a mental note that she would speak with King to 

find out on her own.  

King laughed at the thought of his mother getting back in 

shape, he knew that she didn’t lose it but he saw in her eyes 

lately that she was concerned about her shape, looks and 

maybe a few other things.  

King was different from his father in many ways and one of 

those ways was that he did not believe in changes and 

opportunities.  

He believed that was what brought about his death.     

Monster been knew of Nunu's and Julius relationship but 

still sent her to do the job as an act of power. 

No one knew his mother Lisa and she could have simple 

rung Julius doorbell as a fed worker blew his brains out and 

his family would still be alive today.  

King knew that Nunu rethought this same factor every day 

for the last ten years and has never reached a feasible 

conclusion on how the matter col has been avoided.  

King was treacherous in his mind and how he viewed 

things.  

He had already murdered five people since relocating to the 

Bahamas and the only people on the Island that knew was 

his grandfather and China.  

Mr Matthews had used King for some jobs that were first 

easy ASA training and the last two were more difficult but 

easy for King because of the age factor and element of 

surprise that he presented.  

In Mr Matthews eyes dead was dead and that was all that 

matter.  



 

 

King took on this same mentality as well.  

King would protect his mother and brother with every bone 

in his body so Nunu didn’t need to do much outside of 

being a mother and running a legit business once they got 

back to the states.  

King sat down in front of his mother’s lap top and look into 

the encrypted folder where he knew all of Julius baby 

mother’s information was stored.  

He attached the folder to an email and pressed the send 

button.  

He then picked up the phone and called his brothers school 

to inform them that he would be picking him up for the day. 

 Afterwards he texted his mom and told her to take the rest 

of the day off that he and Isaiah would be hanging out catch 

a movie and chilling.  

When Nunu Got the text mgs she wasted no time 

responding. She knew that whatever she said to King would 

stop him from whatever he had plan with his little brother.  

The two of them acted walked and spoke a like so she 

continued to focus on her training with China.  

Back in Charlotte North Carolina two females was sat down 

and given orders to travel to Orangeburg South Carolina 

and to murder an entire family.  

The person giving the order knew that these two batches 

would be able to accomplish the mission without excuses 

Dry would die reform returning with the job undone.  

Vincent gave the two women their marching orders and 

copy of the file that he was emailed and sent them about 

their way.  

Guess held an emergency meeting, unlike monster guess 

was all old school and liked to meet in person. 

Guess was from meekness and this week was a music 

convention in Nashville which he wanted to use a cover for 

all of them.  

Guess had rented a conversion conference room at the hotel 

that was located downtown Nashville.  



 

 

He had the room sweep for listening devices and then had a 

signal blocker install because he didn’t want any calls to 

interrupt the meeting and he didn’t want anyone to have the 

ability to record their voices.  

9:00 pm they all entered the room and took their seat and 

awaited to hear what guess had to say, unlike monster guess 

rarely had meetings and usually settled for send a direct 

message by carrier versus exposing everyone like this.  

Each member for this purpose came with their own security 

detail who kept constant surveillance on the hotel without 

bringing notice to themselves.  

When guess was properly seated he looked around and 

explained to everyone that he would waste no time 

explaining, the purpose for the meeting understanding 

everyone's concerned about all paving in one location at the 

same time.  

Guess got straight to the point.  

He explained that for the last ten years he had kept in direct 

contact with Nunu and Monster's sons King and Isaiah as 

well as speaking with the Old Man Mr Matthew. 

Mr Matthew asked that in the event of his death that I hold 

this meeting and play this video of him giving his final 

request to the commission.  

Without wasting time Guess pressed plays a video stream 

mg device and the video of the Old man appeared on the 75 

inch TV screen on the wall in the conference room. 

Old man Matthew started to speak and it was like seeing a 

damn ghost or predicting his demised.   

The first thing that he said as soon as the video came on was 

direct at prestige.  

The Old man explained to prestige that he would have been 

dead years ago if he didn’t speak on his behalf to his Grand 

Son and make him understand that not every member would 

be as sharp as the next but that they a member nevertheless.  

This was something that prestige had always felt and 

believed, but understood that monster still accepted him no 

different and backed his moves just as hard as the next 



 

 

member of the commission even when he had made a bad 

play from the jump. 

The Old Man then state the reason for the video. 

King and Nunu believe that I am unaware of their intentions 

to return back to the state and to possible take control of the 

commission.  

For this I am ordering each one of you to not only accept 

this but to step down and allow them to run this 

organization as they see fit.  

If this request is not honoured I am leaving orders to any 

and all organizations that are attached to me to withdraw 

their respect and access to their cities to the commission.  

The Old Man then spoke to Guess but it was as if he was in 

the room on a zoom call because his eyes focused right on 

the exact chair that Guess was sitting at.  

There was no way that a dead man could have predicted the 

sitting arrangement after his demise in a recorded video. 

Guess you did a great job as chairman but I and you both 

know that you accepted that position more out of respect for 

my Grandson then eagerness to lead.  

You are a great leader and pose tons of wisdom, but you 

and I are dinosaurs in this game and Dry Insight and advice 

is worth more than our actions.  

Guess shook his head up and down in agreeance with the 

Old Man on the screen.  

This agreeance was a shock to everyone because Guess 

never gave off that type of energy every in the ten years that 

he lead the family.  

The Old man then spoke in conclusion tone.  

My great grandson King is different from his father he is 

more quicker to make hard decision and he does not care to 

give second chances so please everyone me sharp and come 

correct because King's only care is the legacy of Monster 

and the resurgence of the commission globally, so he will 

not hesitate to eliminate anyone that comes across as being 

weak and that goes for the family as well.  



 

 

Rah spoke aloud as if the Old man could hear him. “I guess 

the young boy is monster 2.5 huh?  

Like he was alive the Old man shook his head and said 

exactly man. 

He answers the statement Rah said aloud but that man 

thought to himself.  

Right after that the video screen went blank.  

Every looked around to what Guess asked was there any 

questions.  

No one had the heart to speak out against Monster or the 

Old man even though they were dead. 

There were people who believed that they should have been 

next to the Chairman seat but would respect the decision 

made nevertheless.  

Two weeks later Guess received internee for Nunu, King 

and Issiah and a fourth person China Black.  

The antennary was attached to an email request for an estate 

in hill dead South Carolina that was single gated and 

equipped with the state of the art camera and security 

system and panic rooms and stash room on every floor.   

The only response that Guess wrote back in the email was I 

will be ready for you all. 
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he two women who entered the beauty salon to 

inquire about prices and vitality were identical 

sisters. The owner who was also one of the 

beauticians was present at the time of the inquiry and 

noticed that the sisters were not form Orangeburg but did 

have a heavy Southern accent. This accents somewhat but 

the owner at ease but she still kept her eye on them.  

Since the sisters where not from town the second in 

command of the salon approached and spoke with the sister 

and explain that she was the manager and the person who 

ran the shop. Tisha and Tasha asked for the micro braids 

and explained that they were in town for the state home 

coming at the street college right there in Orangeburg.  

This piece of information placed everyone that was a little 

suspicious more at ease because of the fact that many 

people travelled to Orangeburg to experience the state how 

coming football game.  

The saloon owner continued to work on the customer head 

that she was doing put kept her ears tuned to the sisters. 

She could explain why but they left a funny vireo on her. 
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Since she had murdered and killed Monster and his wife 

and daughter in her hunt for Nunu who was responsible for 

the death of her own son father Julius. The saloon owner 

always watched her back knowing that she had made one 

crucial mistake that night. 

That mistake was that she killed the Wong Bitch and that 

Nunu was still a live somewhere out there.  

Since that year she had slowed done and took all of the 

money that Julius left behind and invested it in numerous 

business throughout the South such as houses, a hair salon 

and a car deal ship. 

His brother and cousins as well as Julius brothers and 

cousins still maintained their connection with the Mexicans 

and still controlled the drug market in South Carolina.  

Even more than before they had been successful in moving 

into other cities outside of Denmark such as Bamberg, 

Earhart, Colombia, Florence and Sumter.  

This was a move that was the cause of Julius death and a 

move that drove a wedge between her and the family which 

resulted in her falling back. 

To check the schedule book to see if they could fit them in. 

As she walked away Tisha voiced that they would be 

willing to pay extra if it could be  done today or tonight 

because they were expecting to hang out with a few people 

but didn’t want to do so there head done up.  

As the manager went to the back office she saw the owner 

coming out of the bathroom and into the office to meet with 

her.  

After a few second they agreed that they would stay back 

and do the sisters head together and deal with any issues if 

there were any from them. 

After while the manager returned and informed the sister if 

they were willing to pay extra 100 they could return back 

after 5:00 pm to start on their braids. 

Like that they left and prepared to kill the Birth who they 

had to kill and any other pellet that had gotten in their way.  



 

 

Tisha and Tasha had studied the file and the photos in the 

file and knew exactly what the woman that they were 

looking for looked like.  

So when the owner sat in the saloon and acted like she was 

not done of their heads that was exactly what they expected 

of her anyway.  

The twins retreated to their hotel room that was located on 

601 hew and took the time to prepare and plan out their 

massacre. 

They weren’t planning to just kill Julius Baby Moms they 

were told to leave a message and that was what the planned 

to do.  

At the same time that twins were in the Orangeburg getting 

ready for the salon. 

There were two four tarsus with fore sled agents in them 

a piece.   

Since it was home coming week and Julius cousins and 

brothers were all at the cook out in a trailer park in 

Denmark showing off their new car and talking shit to each 

other. 

The agents in the tarsus made a loop before parking two 

blocks over to discuss their approach.  

There was no doubt that their target had gun on them or 

near them because of the lineout gun laws of the South. 

Julius first cousin was a mirror image of Julius and his son. 

They talked alike, walked a like and many times fucked the 

same women due to their similarities.  

Julius first cousin name was Travis and he stood six feet 

three inches in height and weighed 250 BLS in weight. 

When Travis seen the two ford cars drive by them he felt a 

funny sense of the fact that sled was in Denmark but they 

didn’t know it.  

Travis shook the feeling of because he was certain that his 

family had enough pull to know if they were in trouble or 

not, so he didn’t waste time mentioning the two cars to 

anyone else at the cook out.  



 

 

Two of the men that were in the Taros gone to the trunk of 

the cars while the other six men converted.  

In the trunk of the cars the two men retrieved two AR-15 

assault Rifle type’s guns with inferred beam and night 

vision scope on them.  

Closing the trunk they approached the other six men to 

engage in the conversations.  

From a quick glance you could not tell the difference from 

the real sled agents of the state of South Carolina from the 

eight men.  

After a brief conferring it was agreed that the two men with 

the assault weapons would approach the cook out through 

the woods while the remaining six would blank from the 

cars.  

Travis was rolling up his seventh blunt when he thought he 

saw someone moving in the woods from the rear of the last 

trailer in the trailer park.  

Travis decides to say something this time and he told his 

brother to pay attention as he then reached for his 9MM 

S&W and started towards the woods.  

The brother informed everyone else and every one began 

reaching for their guns.  

The two men approaching from the woods saw what was 

going on and readied their own weapons for combat.  

In the background music from a Southern artist Debby 

blasted through the speakers and a lot of the people in the 

trailer park didn’t really know what was going on even 

though they saw guns being raised.  

The two ford Tarsus speed to the front of the trailer park 

with red and blue lights flashing. This took everyone 

attention off of the woods and to the lights from the sled 

agents.  

When the agents jumped out of their cars there was a 

second of hesitation and that was when the first cousin fell.   

The music was still blasting but everyone was able to see 

that someone had been shot from the way that his body 

jerked as he fell to the floor. 



 

 

The agents then started firing on everyone in the trailer 

parks women and kids included. From the woods there were 

flashes being seen but no gunshots being heard. 

Travis didn’t need more to happen to reach the conclusion 

that either the sled agents were here to kill them or they 

weren’t sled agents at all.  

So he started shooting into the woods in the direction of 

where he saw the flashes had heard the noise. 

In the woods two men had taken up a lower position and 

continued to fire non-stop -at anyone that was not on the 

ground already.  

The six agents had spreader out as they move forward into 

the trailer park from different position using side arms 

shooting and killing anything that moved dogs and cats 

included. Travis brother had taken a shot in the stomach but 

was still moving and returning fired back.  

His brain could register why sled agents was shooting at 

him and his family especially when they had committed no 

crime at all.  

One of the six agents took two shots to his chest but smiled 

at Travis's brother and focused on him until he had 

unloaded his clip into the brother's face.  

Travis saw this and realized that they had body armour on 

and without head shots that everyone would die.  

He also notice that neither of the agents were retargeting or 

showing any signs of retreating, they had come to kill 

everybody to the trailer park and they would be successful. 

At this if he didn’t do something. 

From inside one of the trailer Joe was getting his dick suck 

when the shots started.  

He didn’t wait to find out what was going on but instead 

grabbed the Orica from underneath the sofa pillows and ran 

for the door of the Trailer.  

That move would come to be the move that cost him his 

life. 

When he reached the door to the trailer he saw in and 

opened the door he saw sled agent looking Bach at him.   



 

 

Thinking that it was a raid taking place Joe lowers his gun 

until he saw that the agent had trained his weapon in his 

direction. 

Before he was able to react Joe was shooting three times to 

his head and the back of his brains fell into the trailer and 

onto the floor.  

Travis witness of all this and knew that he was dead just as 

the AR-15 shots pieced his body and sent his soul up to 

God.  

The two men exited the .foods and walked throw the Trailer 

Park finishing off people that were on the ground that may 

have not been dead.  

They were well aware that there were people in the trailers 

who they had left alive.  

Those people would make great messengers. 

All eight of the men got back into the two ford Tarsus and 

proceed to head back to Charlotte because their jobs in 

Denmark was completed and they knew that Vincent that 

would be happy that all of them made it back in one piece. 

It was roughly 5:45pm and the twins were aware of what 

had taken place in Denmark and were hopping that the 

saloon didn’t get words yet.  

This was a concern because they were outside of the saloon 

for 15 minutes before the manager and the beauticians 

pulled   up to start their hair.  

The twins purposely wore matching outfits of short shorts 

and tank tops to message that there was no place that they 

could conceal a weapon. 

But in all actually the twins hands themselves were 

weapons and one of them had a 22 Cal Pistol in her crouch 

area.  

They were allowed into the salon and asked if they wanted a 

drink or something before they got their head started.  

Both sisters explained that they smoked but didn’t drink and 

just really wanted to get to get the micro braids done 

knowing that it will hours before they were completed. 



 

 

Julius baby moms  was  a little  more  at  ease but  still  felt  

funny about something that she couldn’t quite explain. 

Tisha sat in one chair while her twin sister Tasha sat in the 

opposite chair. Julius baby moms asked Tisha was she 

allergic to any certain hair shampoo or conditioners, to 

which she explained that she was not. 

The Manager heard this and was coming from the back of 

the salon with the shampoo and conditioner for both sisters.  

Over the last few years Julius Baby moms hadn’t been in 

the gym so she was not fit and as quick on her reflexes as 

she once was. 

This would bring about her death today.  

The twins were mordent day killing machines and fucking 

machines.  

They had been involved with criminal activity since the age 

of 8 years old when they witnessed their mother kill their 

father for sexual abusing the girls.  

The mother had claimed self-defence and the twins backed 

up her story when that was the further thing from the truth 

on what happened.  

Before you knew it the twins were an hour into their hair do 

and were sitting under the dryer machine allowing their hair 

to dry before beginning the braiding stage.  

Just as the manager approached Tasha to check on her hair, 

Tasha stood up and in a blink of an eye slit her through with 

the straight edge razor that he had tucked in her sleeve like 

an   old school monster.  

When Julius Baby moms seen some commotion taking 

place she look up to find Tisha pointing at her head a small 

22 calibre gun.  

Tisha had that drop on her from the very beginning and 

Julius baby moms knew that this was the end of the road for 

herself. 

She knew that her salon didn’t see many new faces like 

these twin sisters.   

She asked one question who sent you.  



 

 

Which Tisha responded that Nunu sends her regards and 

without any thing other being said Tisha emptied the 22 

calibre clip into her face.  

The twins then turned around and began to search for 

flammable contend that could be used to set a fire as to 

ensure that they left no evidence of themselves behind.  

Tasha found a bunch of Ariel spray cans and Tisha decided 

to use some hair gel and clothes to set a small fire that 

would grew fast as they exited the location.   

The sister got in their car and speed away towards highway 

85 back in the direction of Charlotte North Carolina.  

Vincent forwarded both encrypted messages to king back in 

Bahamas and told him that he had sent him and his mother a 

coming home present.  

Later that day King discussed with Nunu and China what 

had taken place in the states and also she informed Guess 

that business was complete and that the commission was 

slow and that needed not to happen again. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Hilton Head 

 

 

 

 

 

 Private jet landed at a small private sir strip located 

on the out skirts of Hilton Heard South Carolina at 

9:15am.  

Exiting the jet was a prominent east coast defence attaint by 

the name of Jerry Solves. 

He was in in Hilton Head South Carolina for one purpose 

only and that was to purchase a large estate at the request of 

Guess and the commission.  

He did not know who would be living in the estate but he 

did know particular modifications   that was needed and that 

would have be   started in constructions before he left the 

town. 

This was a strange order because he was to be and in out of 

Hilton Heard before the sun set on the same day that he 

landed.  

Guess wanted the house to be equipped with a panic room 

on each floor and two stash room that were not on the blue 

prints. 

Mr. Slovis had taken care of a lot of strange orders in the 

past for the commission but this purchased had to top the 

list.  
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It was as if Pablo Escobar and his family would be staying 

there with all the features that were to be added.  

Guess made it clear that the total estate had to be able to 

avoid thermo detection and had trip system that would 

inform the people inside of company from roughly two and 

a half miles out. 

The attorney had a shell corporation set up top make the 

purchase and had already made arrangements to speak with 

the family that currently owned the property.  

The owners did not stay on the estate but rather in a small 

wooden house about a half a  mile off from the estate.  

When Mr. Slovis pulled up he was in an Impala that he 

rented from enterprise and his attire was not business like 

but represented a lawyer that may be heading into 

retirement.  

He explained that he owned a corporation and would like to 

purchase the estate cabs under the business. 

Mr. Slovis then went into explaining how he cherished 

privacy and loved the estate because he intended on having 

pays like dogs and things.  

The owner was found of the city lawyer.  

They had been married for 30 years and their kids had gone 

off to the service.   

The owner’s names were John Henry and Joy Henry and 

they were born and raised in Hilton head South Carolina.  

Mr. Slovis explained that he was prepared to make his 

purchase today to which the Henry’s asked if he actually 

had 1 .7 million dollars at hand.  

1 .7 million was peanuts to a lawyer that represented the 

largest drug distributer on the East Coast, but Mr. Slovis 

didn’t want to seem like he could shit that type of money on 

call.  

He asked if he could do out to his car.  

When he returned he had a suit case that contained 1.5 

m1illion in large bills. 



 

 

When Mr. Slovis opened the suit case and showed the 

Henry's what was inside of the suit case Joy Henry asked 

him if the money was real,  

Mr. Slovis explained that he would attempt fly across five 

states with a suit case full of fake money.  

Mr. Henry on the other hand was taken back and thought 

that the lawyer may not have been who he said he was. 

So he asked Mr. Slovis if he minded to meet them meet 

them down at their lawyer office to make the deed transfer 

complete and Mr. Slovis had no problem with that.   

Mr. Slovis re-treated his car and waited for the Henry. 

While Joy got herself together Mr. Henry contacted his 

attorney and told him what was going on and if he could run 

a check on a New York state attorney by the name of Jerry 

Slovis. 

He told him that the man had a suit case full of money and 

wanted to buy the estate. 

Mr. Henry also asked him to have the sheriff at the office 

just in case there was any problem that needed to be iron 

out if the lawyer wasn’t who he said he was. 

Ten minutes later Jerry Slovis was following John and Joy 

Henry in to the town of Hilton head. 

He was laughing to himself because he could just imagine 

what the Henry's was up to thinking that he was a fraud or a 

crook. Southern people always thought the worse of anyone 

that had a northern accent. 

The Henry's lawyer immediately hung up with them and 

contacted the town’s sheriff to ask that he stood in for the 

meeting and sale of the estate. 

Sherriff McNeil knew the Henry's personally and would 

assist them in any fashion that they requested. 

He also did have any tolerance for out of towers who 

attempted to scam anyone from the state of South Carolina. 

Attorney Jerry Slovis already anticipated something of this 

nature and that was his reason for making the purchase 

under a shell corporation that had been established for over 

ten years now.  



 

 

Mr. Solves parked his car two cars behind the Henry's and 

waited for them to direct him to the exact building where 

that attorney office was located.  

He pulled behind him the same suit case containing all of 

the 1.5 million dollar that he intended to use to complete 

that purchase.  

As he entered the office Mr. Slovis swore that he heard the 

crackling of warlike talkies from a law enforcement officer.  

Mr. John Harry and his wife went in to the office first and 

after ten minutes exited to speak with Mr. Slovis.  

Mr. Slovis stood up and walked into the office that the 

Henry's just exited and made sure that he towed his luggage 

along with him.  

The Henry's followed and when they were all inside of the 

office the Sheriff appeared and their attorney topic greet 

Mr. Slovis.  

They asked for his identification card and the Sheriff ran it 

over the radio.  

The Henry attorney explained that he look Mr. Slovis up 

and saw that he did actually pass the bar some years ago but 

just bunted to double check everything for a sale of this 

magnitude.  

Mr. Slovis explained that he did not take any precocious 

personal with the raise of fraud throughout the world it was 

rest all parties. 

Everything that was taking place was something that was 

anticipated by the commission Guess and attorney Jerry 

Slovis.  

While the sheriff was running his name Mr. Slovis 

produced the paper for the corporation that he would be 

making the purchase under showing that the corporation 

was ten years old and very profitable.  

The sheriff got the call back that cleared Mr. Slovis and the 

Henry's attorney again began to apologize.  

John Henry sat across the table dumb struck because he was 

certain that Mr. Slovis was here to scam him cut of his 

property that has been in the family for the generations.  



 

 

Mrs. Henry seen the embarrassment on her husband’s face 

so she decided tic apologize to Mr. Slovis for him.  

Mr. Slovis again voiced that there was no harm taken. He 

then asked the Henry's and their attorney if they could get 

down to business. 

Mr. Slovis opened the suit case and began taking the money 

out of the suit case to sit on the table.  

He then asked the sheriff to please stay and assist and 

protect him with a giant smile on his face.  

The Sheriff stated that he had other business but Mr. Slovis 

then asked him to please stay because he wanted to actually 

speak to him about the town of Hilton head and find out a 

few things.  

One of the first questions was if the sheriff knew of any 

good contractors and construction companies that he could 

refer to him because there would be some changes that he 

would like to have done to the property before moving in.  

The sheriff informed Mr. Slovis that he had a son and a 

nephew that actually own their construction company and 

would give him their card. 

After searching through his pockets and not being able to 

find one the sheriff called his son and asked if he could give 

his number to the out of town lawyer that needed some 

work done out by the Old man Henry's estate,  

Mr. Slovis has given the son's direct number and told to call 

anytime of the day or night.  

The sheriff assisted in the counting of one million and five 

hundred dollars which took close to four hours to be 

counted.  

Afterwards John and Joy Henry signed the deed to the 

estate over to the city lawyer and concluded the business.  

Mr. Slovis asked the sheriff to have lunch with him and if 

he could call his son to join them. The sheriff didn’t have 

much going on for the day.  

The crime rate in Hilton head South Carolina was little to 

none at all so spending an hour for lunch with a lawyer who 

just purchased property in his town was seemed as a 



 

 

courtesy. The sheriff gave Mr. Slovis the direction to a 

diner down on Main Street and told him to meet him there 

that they made the best fried chicken in the state of South 

Carolina.   

Mr. Slovis was at the diner and situated ten meters before 

the sheriff arrived with his son and nephew.  

On the table where he was sitting Mr. Slovis had copies of 

the blue prints to the property and land out reviewing and 

making marks as if he was the contractor that would be 

doing the work.   

As soon as everyone was sited the attorney got straight 

down business.  

Mr. Slovis explained that he would like to make changes to 

the property and also wanted the sheriff's input in the 

changes since he was law enforcement and an expert in this 

neck of the woods.  

The sheriff looked at the city slick attorney and asked him 

what he had in mind at this property because if he was part 

of some kind of cult that he would not have it in his town at 

all.  

Upon hearing this lawyer reached inside of his suit coat and 

pulled out and envelope that contained 100, 000 grand and 

slid the envelope over to the sheriff and continued to talk.  

The people that will be living in this estate are two women 

ten year old and eighteen year old boys.  

They are very wealthy and also pledge to invest 10 of their 

wealth into this town yearly. 

What they want is animosity, privacy and safe keeping.  

The sheriff asked was there drugs involved.  

The Attorney answer was short and simple. They will not 

conduct any business in your town or in the surrounding 

cities to Hilton head South Carolina.  

The Sheriff’s son and nephew sat quiet and allowed the 

sheriff to think and make his own decision in regards to the 

conversation and matters that were being put on the table.  

The Sheriff reluctantly agreed to be at assistance if what the 

city slick lawyer was being honest.  



 

 

See the lawyer turned to the son and nephew and began 

running down what he needed to be modified in the 

property.  

The lawyer explained that he needed a sound proof panic 

room on every floor within the estate that ran on its own 

power supply and separate ventilation system. 

There needed to be a gun safe room that was secretly install 

on each floor as well.  

The outside of the estate needed to be gated in with fencing 

that gave the ability to become electric at night or whenever 

the owners needed it.  

The lawyer also explained that the entire estate and woods 

tap sounded the estate need to be equipped with CCTV that 

allowed the owners to view the roads and paths ways that 

ran near and around the property.  

The lawyer explained that the property was also to have a 

direct tunnel that lead to the boat house that ran beside the 

lake in the rear of the estate.  

The front was to be fully grassed from entrance fence to two 

yards before the front door with timed watering and two 

dog houses on each side of the yard.  

The lawyer asked the contractors if they had the skills and 

ability to complete such a task. Each of the cousins had 

lived for a job like this were there could build all the secret 

rooms and things that they will never build in their own 

house.  

The contractors explained that they may need six weeks just 

to get all of the supplies so   that the job may take 180 

days in its entirety.  

The contractors then went on to explain that the job would 

be roughly two hundred grand jobs.  

Mr. Slovis shook his head acknowledging the price.  

The meeting was concluded and the contractors left the 

sheriff and his new rich lawyer friend to enjoy their lunch.  

The sheriff said to the lawyer that he must really represent 

some very wealthy folks.  



 

 

The lawyer explained that the people that he represented 

where more than clients and where folks that he would die 

for.  

The sheriff answered then I would.  

Take them in and treat them with the same respect and love 

that you do.  

As long as you promise in visit Hilton head twice, a year for 

vacations.  

The lawyer and the sheriff shock on that agreement and 

enjoyed their lunch.  

When he got back inside of his rental he called Guess and 

Explained that six weeks from the day the estate will be 

ready for move in and then called the pilot and told him to 

prepare the G7 for Peterborough airport that they was going 

home. 

Later that night after her daily work out with China and 

Nunu received a video call from Guess just as she finished 

getting dressed from a nice hot shower.  

Guess gave her the news on the Estate and told her that he 

was ready to turn over all power back to the right Nunu if 

she has ever thought that things would turn out the way that 

they did for her.  

Nunu answer was straight forward. 

Nunu explained that she always knew that she would fuck 

monster but having his kids and taking control of his legacy 

she could have never predicted.   

With that Nunu called her baby Issiah to the room to sleep 

with her because she wanted to cry at the thought of 

monster being dead and her having to life the rest of her life 

without. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Two of a Kind 

 

 

 

 

 

n his room on the other side of the property King was 

working out doing 50 clips of put up and sit ups.  

He also had the shower running because he intended to 

jump right in after him next few sets.  

While he was on the floor doing his next set of sit ups king 

realize! That he was no longer alone inside of his bedroom.  

He jumped up and moved for his gun until he notices china 

standing with her back to his bedroom door with her fingers 

on her lips.  

With her other hand she was ordering king to walk over to 

her.  

King Barely saw this because he was to bust staring at 

China's body that had nothing on it. He then began to 

wonder to himself how she got to his room and if she 

walked through the hall naked like this.  

If so he knew that his monster seen this and was watching 

him from the secret camera that she didn’t know he had 

knowledge was placed in his bedroom. 

As she was in a trance King slowly walked in the direction 

of China. Once he was face to face with her he stuck her 
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lounge out and licked his face as watched his dick rise like a 

cobra that she knew it was.  

China had been watching King since before the death of Mr 

Matthew and Mr Matthew was aware of this as well.  

China just had respect and now that Mr Matthews was gone 

should plan to have King every which way that there 

existed.  

Just as King's dick reached its fullest lengthens China lifted 

her left leg up and placed the heel of her foot on the top of 

the dresser that was closest to the door.  

She then grabbed his dick and guided it to her bushy pussy 

until he was all the way inside of her body.  

King wasted time entering China from the front. Her pussy 

was so tight and wet at the same time.  

On his second pump into her pussy King and China locked 

eyes with each other and China mouth open wide to let out 

a silent moan.  

For the next hour or so King and China fucked like rabbits 

without losing eye contact. 

What neither of them knew was show from her room, that 

Nunu was watching the entire show from her room.  

Isaiah had been sleep for some time when the alarm went 

off informed.  

This made Nunu activate the camera that she had in her 

room.  

What she saw didn’t surprise her at all.  

She was able to tell from working out with China and 

making small conversation that China found king attractive.  

What she wasn’t sure of was that China was ready to fuck 

king the way she was watching her fuck him on. 

As Nunu watched King handle his business with China, 

Nunu couldn’t help but think back to nights on her and 

monster fucking like crazy. 

After the first night with her and Lisa present it was as if 

she had the green light to fuck him even when Lisa was not 

present and however she wanted. 



 

 

And man was there some episodes that Nunu wanted to 

save forever. N 

Ova realized that she had become hot and horny from 

watching King and China fuck and started playing with 

herself for a minute before stopping because she heard 

Issiah move around in the bed as if she was getting up.  

Feeling reunited since losing 15LRS Nunu slid into a pair of 

spandex pants and at shirt and decided to go out by the 

resort bar for a drink to calm her nerves.  

Nunu sat at the bar and waited for Phillip to serve her Amor 

ado sour without ice. Philippe waited to make Nunu's drink 

last so that they can converse ate while he closed up for the 

night.  

Nunu and Philippe spoke for close to an hour; Nunu went 

into talking about some expansion plans that she had in 

mind for the resort even though she had no intention on 

acting on those plans.  

The more that they spoke the hornier Nunu got. 

She asked Philippe to give her the keys to the storage room 

so that she can inventory the liquid while he finish closing 

the outside bar up. 

Nov had nothing but sex on her mind as she walked to the 

storage room.  

She hadn’t been with a man in forever and Philippe always 

watched her walked and talk so intensely. When she got to 

the storage room Nunu stripped down to her panties and Bra 

and waited for him to come to the room behind her.  

Ten minutes later Philippe walked into the room and pause 

for just a second before and realizing that today was his 

lucky day.  

He took his time and approached Nunu and took her hand 

slowly spanned her around and admired her body.  

He then bent her over and licked her from her pussy to her 

ass hole until her saw that she was soak and wet and ready 

for him.  

Nunu and Philippe fucked in that storage room until sun 

rise.  



 

 

Afterwards she kissed him and told him that his never 

happened and made it back to her room and into the shower 

before the Isaiah woke up and looking for her.  

Nunu at first couldn’t believe that had taken place up she 

knew that she was way over due and that it wouldn’t matter 

because in six weeks or less they would be leaving the 

Bahamas for the United States.  

In his bedroom China had woke King up by sucking his 

dick and getting him ready for the best morning sex that he 

would secret camera in King’s room and she performed for 

the camera knowing that Nunu was probably watching last 

night and right now at the current moment.  

She didn’t care because China sex drive would end up in 

Nunu bedroom one night for certain.  

She watched Nunu’s body loved the curved that she had and 

the age that had sat perfectly within her.  

She knew that she would love Nunu more than Mr 

Matthews and King both and couldn’t wait for that day to 

come about. 

Back in Chevrolet North Carolina Vincent sat in his condo 

downtown smoking weeds while the two twin’s sister 

walked around the apartment but ass naked.  

The twins listened as Vincent half-brother spoke to him face 

time telling him about how bad he fucked China the night 

before.  

The twins were Vincent personal batches that fucked him 

and him only.  

They got excited listening to King's story because they 

knew that Vincent would get excited and in return that they 

would get the shit fucked out of them.  

The twins had only had sex with one other man outside of 

Vincent after that Vincent has been the only man that has 

been in between their legs and they had no issue with that at 

all. King explained to Vincent that they would be back in 

the estate within two months tops and that China will be 

coming with them.  



 

 

Vincent compared China to the twins and king guaranteed 

that China was more vicious than two of them together. 

Hearing King compare china to them Tisha and Tasha 

began kissing and touching each other in places where 

sisters shouldn’t.  

Vincent turns his screen towards the sisters to show King 

that his bitches were more than through.  

King watched as the sisters were toing kissing and fingering 

each other pussies.  

King slowly turned the phone and the twins saw a chocolate 

goddess sucking King's dick slowly while staring into the 

video camera.  

Vincent saw China's body and stood up as if he had never 

seen someone so thick and so beautiful. 

Even the twins were stuck staring at a dark skinned version 

of China smiled and then finish sucking King’s dick as if 

they were still alone.   

King hung up cutting the video call and bent china over to 

fuck her again from the back.  

The twins were in their bag double teaming their Nigga 

because they saw that he was in awe at the beauty of China 

and King’s batch.  

Tisha had Vincent entire dick in her throat and even though 

she was choking, she dared not stop at all.  

Back in the Bahamas Nunu was dropping Issiah off to 

school put had to stop and speak with Philippe before 

leaving the resort?   

She approached him and started conversation as if he didn’t 

just fuck the shit other for hours.  

She explained what she needed done around the resort 

before he opened the bar and told him to make sure that he 

forgot how pussy felt or he would die.  

For some reason Philippe relived her and decided that he 

would always march to her beat when it came to anything 

involving them sexually.  

Philippe was shocked but knew that he had no choice. 

Everton on the Island knew that Nunu was dangerous and 



 

 

also respected the power of Mr Matthews even though he 

had recently passed away.  

In a nut shell Philippe looked at himself as the winner.  

He fucked the baldest American in all of the Bahamas so 

what if she wanted nothing to do with him afterwards. Nunu 

walked away from Philippe making sure that he had an 

extra switch in her hip and got back inside of her car to take 

Isaiah to school, 

Issiah was the total opposite of Nunu and everything like 

his brother King and his father William.  

Issiah stood 5'2 at eight years old was high yellow in 

complexion with the same 15 freckles on his face as 

William.  

He was 50 quite and in closed that whenever he spoke 

everyone made sure that they listened to what it was that he 

had to say.  

Issiah asked his mother why his brother King was not in the 

car with them that morning taking him to school.  

Issiah looked up to king and always loved talking to him 

before school every morning.  

Nunu didn’t want to tell her son that his brother was busy 

having sex so she simply explained that he was preparing 

things for them moving back home.  

Issiah asked that wasn’t Bahamas home for them since he 

was burned there.  

And Nunu explained that the world was way bigger than he 

could imagine ever.  

And after dropping Issiah off at school Nunu and China had 

a workout session scheduled that she purposely wanted to 

keep seeing the energy between the two of them after what 

had taken place the night before.  

Nunu was devious like that and she knew that so was China 

so she wanted to see if China would come out and speak on 

it first do attempt to keep it a secret.  

That meant a lot to their relationship and Nunu believed that 

their relationship needed to be battle tested and pushed to 



 

 

the limit if they were returning the United States as a 

family. 

Trust was crucial in her world and China still had to prove 

herself, Nunu became aware that China was already parked 

at the gym and waiting on her arrival when she pulled up. 

Nunu stepped out of her jeep wrangler in work together and 

walked up to China's convertible 6 series BMW and waited 

for her to get out.  

China signalled Nunu to get in the car and Nunu was 

confused but decided to do so.  

When Nunu was seated in the car and the door was closed 

China and faced Nunu and began to explain to her what had 

happened last night between her and King.  

China explained that Mr. Matthews was aware of the 

feeling and chemises that she had for King and gave his 

blessing for her to act on what it was that she felt once he 

was dead. 

China then explained that she was grown and so was King 

but she felt that she had to be the first to explain to Nunu 

out of respect for their relationship.   

 Nunu stood silent and allowed China to went and talk her 

story and explained her reason some on why she was 

explaining to another grown woman why she fucked a 

grown man. When China was done Nunu looked at China 

and began to speak.   

I was aware of the matter because I watched the entire and I 

saw how my baby twisted you up all night long.  

I respect the fact that you are bringing this to my attention 

but further you never have to explain to me why you gave 

your pussy up to mother grown ass man unless I tell you 

that your pussy belongs to me.  

We haven’t buckled yet and hopefully we never will so that 

wasn’t a major concern right now.   Did you enjoy 

yourselves last night and this morning? 

China smiled to herself and answers Nunu but telling her 

what she thought since she was watching.  



 

 

Both of the women exited the car and went into the gym for 

their daily workout regime.  

Before starting her workout China texted King and told him 

that Nunu knew and how she officially owned his dick so 

don’t fuck around and get it cut the hell off.  

  



 

 

 

 

 

City of Brotherly Love 

 

 

 

 

 

ah Rah sat in the square which was downtown hilly 

in his new may Bach truck waiting for his little 

bitch to come out of the shoe store.  

He had been informed by Guess that he would be stepping 

down soon and king who was Monster’ son would be 

returning back to the United States out of hiding to take 

back control.  

This was something that he couldn’t wait to get into 

because Rah had begun to get tired with the slow way of 

doing things that Guess likes to do.  

There was too many different team and crews popping up 

everywhere and these crews had begun to cut into the 

commission's profit and bottom line numbers.  

Rah like everyone else that sat at the table knew it was only 

a matter no time before a War broke out and that the 

commission was not the in position to take on a major war 

and come out on to.  

So it was time of new leadership.  

The chick that Rah was waiting returned to the truck 

running her mouth off in her iPhone. 
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 He just sat there admiring the pretty bad bitch thinking 

back on the days before he was in the position that he is in 

now.  

Rah thought back on how clever monster was whenever he 

made decision and how those decisions had always seemed 

to had front they may have not seem to be good ones at all. 

The difference between Monster and most of the other 

members that sat at the table was that Monster lived and 

slept the commission. 

He did nothing everyday but thought about the profit hurts 

of the family. 

Rah wondered if King and Nunu at the chair would be 

anything like Monster and if the good old days of the 

commission ruling would ever return for them.  

Elisha was 25 years old and had only been with two other 

men other than Rah.  

Her older brother worked for Rah and had been the reason 

that they met when Rah came to a family function to talk 

him about what she took to be their street business.  

After sneaking Rah Rash’s numbers out of her brother's 

phone she had been fucking him for the last three months 

and never wanted to fuck another man afterwards. 

Her brother was one of Rah Rash’s most trusted soldiers 

and was also known in Philly to play with that gun.  

Rah pulled organize where Elisha’s brother was holding 

down a few blocks and had about a quarter million in drug 

money waiting to get picked. 

Rah liked to allow Elisha to count the money and then bust 

her Ass before sending her home to her mother to drag 

about him.  

At 25 years old Elisha pussy was so tight that it was like a 

virgin’s pussy and Rah took advantage of this every 

opportunity that he got. 

 When he pulled up to the corner of 109 and Allegany 

Elisha brother black Rob was in front of the store signalling 

his sister to come and get the bag from out of the store.  



 

 

He never wanted the street it life for Elisha but if she had to 

be in the streets he figure with him she would be safe. 

 

As she jumped out of the passenger and walked across the 

front of the truck to cross the street Elisha saw two 

unmarked police cars approaching and began to hesitate.  

Looking back at Rah for orders on how to process, she saw 

that he was waving her on and don’t worry matter. 

The cars passed by slowly while the driver eyes Rah but 

didn’t stop at all.  

Rah knew what that was all about. He had been a little late 

on his pay to the dirty cops but had ended a bonus and that 

were thee way of telling him that was out there watching 

him.  

The only thing was that those cops were actually holding 

him and not looking to ruin anything that Rah may have had 

going on at all in the city of brotherly love.  

Black Rob watched his baby sister take the money bag to 

his boss before ducking back off the in to the back off the 

store to finish but Niggas access in dice and eat his Philly 

cheese sandwich.  

Rah asked Elisha if she wanted to home or spend the night 

with him which she told him she was going to his house so 

he had better told all his bitches to fuck off for the night. 

Elisha watched as Rah thumped throw his phone sending 

texts out probably telling his other hoes he was busy for the 

night before she told him that now he could get that ass hole 

since he been so thirsty for it lately.  

Black Rob never allowed anyone he knew to mess around 

with his sister his mother or any other female member of his 

family.  

What he knew was difference about Rah was the fact that 

Rah wasn’t really a street nigga and was heavy into Islam 

and the nation of Islam which was the for (fruit of Islam) 

Rah was very well respected throughout the entire city of 

Philly and though he had numerous women he was not seen 

as a nigga that was really out there. 



 

 

Black rob saw that his sister had a body on her and was 

destined to have a street nigga before she dealt with a 

square so allowing her and Rah to be somewhat of a couple 

he felt more better than it being a nigga from a viral crew.  

Rob also knew that their mom was a gangster thought 

Elisha well she knew how top a roped a nigga in and keep 

him.  

His mom had messed with all the ganisters in Philly before 

landing with his Pops Omar Bye who was living legend in 

the city and was still kicking and getting to a serious rag 

without the help of his son and the commission this made 

him very well respected as a true OG.  

So Rob knew that Elisha was well trained in vase areas and 

never worries about her safety at all because there wasn’t a 

crew and or a nigga that had the earth to take on the 

commission head on. 

At least not in the city of brotherly love.  

In plain field the nigga man had been low key the last few 

years and his man max had been the focal point of his 

organization throughout the entire state of New Jersey.  

After monster was murdered man realized that the game 

wasn’t all peaches and cream and had instituted in ten year 

plan to leave the game alone completely.  

That ten year was coming up to this year and he had slowly 

been falling back form the turrets. 

50 during the same year that Monster was killed man had 

begun to invest 20% of his profit into new construction 

development and now he was the proud own of two 

developments that had over 50 different houses on each of 

them. 

When he got into the game he didn’t see this far so he had 

nothing to complain about.  

On the flip side of the game his crew and Max still 

controlled the heroine market in plain field New Jersey 

despite the different. Rob up crew that had been flocking to 

the state of New Jersey setting up shop and getting to the 

bag.  



 

 

Manman wasn’t top concerned about what other crews was 

doing but Max on the other hand was at the front line and in 

control of the organization and continued to believed that 

one do one of these other teams would become an issue for 

them and the commission.  

So from time to time Max would hire out of owners to kill 

and Rob some of the other crew just to keep their knees on 

their neck as to speak.  

Max   was a military trained always thought ahead and in a 

strategic manner.  

He never faulted Manman or felt that he was getting soft at 

all.   

He understood that why Mannan made the decision he did 

and Max respected them as well. 

After what Manman had gone through almost being killed 

by someone he did business with from the same town Max 

couldn’t blame him. 

Max on the other hand would never have those issues 

because he believed at the next person's expense as well as 

the fact that his wife a known as the beast in the town of 

plain field since the days of public school.  

She had also knocked out her share of bitches who she ever 

heard or suspected was dealing with Max behind her back 

so everyone knew better than to give Max a play unless they 

wanted to deal with her.    

This didn’t stop Max from doing him but it limited how far 

he wondered when it came to another women.   

Man mam had also been in constant contact with Rah and 

had turned his life over to Allah and found him deeming 

more than anything else.  

Manman had a wife that was Muslim and they both never 

missed a Friday at service. At the neighbourhood mosque in 

five years as of to date.   

Manman was planning of pilgrimage trip to the city of 

Mecca and was not going to miss it for anything. 

 Manman loved max for saving his life that day and has 

thanked him ever since and kept him close to him leaving 



 

 

him first in command while he himself played second in 

command.  

Max was the right person to lead and he had never made a 

wrong move since being in the driver seat.  

Manman finish making prayer for the day and dialled max 

number to check in on how business was.  

Max picked up the phone and greeted Manman in a 

righteous tone even though Max himself was not Muslim.  

Max explained that Rah Rah had made sure that the 

shipment was on time and on point and that business was as 

usual great.  

Manman thanked him and told him to be safe for the night.  

Max had not taken any offense to Manman’s plight in life 

put there were niggas out of the crew who did. 

Max kept those niggas in check and dealt with the ones who 

he thought meant harm in the long run how he saw fit. 

In Philly Rah and Eisha was at his condo chilling watching 

the 76 earns play the Knicks. Rah studied Eisha as she 

walked around the house popping gum and talking shit with 

her girlfriends on the phone. 

Eisha was aware that Rah was staring afher and she made 

certain that she switched her ass extra to turn him on.  

Anytime that they were in the house he would always act as 

if he was busy and she would make sure that she walked 

around in just her panties on and wet.  

Eisha stood 5`5 was a Carmel complexion and weighed 129 

BLS soak.  

She had a natural gap and stood be legged slightly.  

Rah was always joke around that she stood like a bull dog.  

Eisha and her girlfriends had a game that they all played 

with their men that they would see which one of them could 

get their man to buy them the most expensive give out of 

the crew.  

Eisha already had the latest range rover but was working on 

something that none of them would be able to top.  

Rah was watching Eisha because he could tell that she was 

up to something but he couldn’t place his hands on it.  



 

 

Eisha place her phone down but made sure the video 

camera was in the direction of her man and he began taking 

her clothes off as she walked towards him.  

 The challenge was who could make their man cum the 

fastest of course all the nigga worldwide was of and never 

ran from being recorded fucking their bitch.  

Rah Rah dick got harden demand whenever it came to Eisha 

ass, he watched her wind her body until she was standing in 

front of the TV blocking the 76 ERS getting their ass beat 

by the New York knick of all teams. 

Rah grabbed at Eisha's waist but she pulled back and told 

him to come to her.  

He sat back and began taking his house shorts off to he was 

in his birthday suit.  

Elisha looked at the camera and then asked Rah what he 

wanted to do to her.  

He stared her in her eyes and told her to get the fuck over to 

him.  

Elisha knew when her Nigga meant business and she that he 

was ready to fuck her like she wanted to be fucked. 

So she slid over to him and he stood up and pushed her 

down on the couch in a forceful manner. 

Each was bent over in the couch with her face facing the 

video camera of her phone that she left on the counter in the 

kitchen.  

Rah pulled her by the waist to ensure that her ass was poked 

out towards him and as she was looking into the camera he 

began to fuck Eisha from the rack slowly.  

Eisha moan and groan as if they were in their own promo 

flick.  

Rah Rah kept hitting it from the back while massaging her 

ass hole slowly. 

He then started taking longer strokes and banging Eisha 

harder on the return.  

On the next stroke he made sure that he pulled his dick out 

before entering her back with a rough thrust, on the seventh 

time of taking his dick out of her pussy Rah held to her hips 



 

 

tight as he could an entered Eisha’s ass hole with all the 

force that he had in his body.  

As soon as he grasped her hips Eisha knew that she was in 

trouble put couldn’t do anything to set out of it fast enough. 

Eisha was a champ and considered herself a real bitch but 

taking Rah Rah’s entire dick in her ass was something that 

she couldn’t held. 

 Every time that she screamed he would pause until she 

screamed again to don’t stop. 

Eisha was stuck between a rock and a hard place and all 

should could do is hope that he came faster than he usually 

did so that she could end the show and hit the bed and curl 

up like little baby. 

After 20 more minutes of getting her ass blown out Rah Rah 

stopped and came all over Eisha ass. 

When he was done he stood up allowing video camera to 

see his full length dick and stared off in the direction of 

bathroom to take shower.  

After few seconds Eisha was appeared and stared in camera 

and shook her head the she lost the challenge.  

She slowly stood up and moved over to the phone and 

mouthed fuck you bitches with a smile before hanging up. 

Eisha took her time getting up the stairs to the bathroom 

where Rah was in the shower.  

Once she saw that he knew that she was there she asked him 

really nigga. 

You know that you violated like crazy Rah. 

All he said in response was you on the one on the challenge 

I just gave the viewers the show that they wanted. 

Now get in the shower and shut up bitch. 

The next morning Rah Rah woke Eisha up early to take her 

to the dealership as a surprise. When she got up Eisha was 

still in porn and still had an attitude.  

She knew that Rah Rah had a point that she wanted a show 

and decided to be part of some had gone too far. Eisha 

wobble over to the bathroom to brush her teeth and wash 

her face. 



 

 

She couldn’t stand Rah Rah right now but she knew that 

business had to go on as a daily bread. 

Twenty minutes later they were in Rah Rah Honda accord 

and on their way to the Benz to dealership on the east side 

of Philly.  

Eisha was not surprised easily and she had two BMW's and 

a street bike and Rah Rah knew that she didn’t like 

Mercedes Benz's so she couldn’t phantom what he was 

trying to do that would change how she felt towards him 

right now.  

As they rolled up to the dealership they saw few other 

ballers city and the basketball centre Joel Embed at time 

dealership looking at the new may Bach coup that was 

parked outside. Eisha stepped out of the Honda flanking her 

man who was having a conversation with the 76 ERS 

centre.  

The salesman walked up to Rah Rah and asked him was he 

ready to be the first owner on the city of brotherly love that 

owned a man Bach coup.  

Rah Rah told the salesman that he wasn’t the owner but that 

his girl Eisha was so give the keys to her and send the pink 

slip to his condo.  

Joel Embed asked Rah Rah if he was doing it big like that to 

which Rah Rah responded long time now my brother.  

Eisha was shock and lost for words, and all of the hatred 

that she had for Rah Rah disappeared at that moment. 

Eisha jumped on Rah Rah and started kissing him and 

telling him how much that she loved him.  

She then stood in front of the carrion took a picture to post 

on her integral.  

Before completing the post Rah Rah reminded her to add to 

the caption challenge won!  Eisha looked at him with the 

devil eye and smiled.  

He said meet me at the house but i guess you can now say 

that it was all worth it.  

Right Baby!  ! ! 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

City Girls 

 

 

 

 

 

uju was strolling through it an stopped on Eisha's page 

when she saw her post standing in front of a new may 

Bach coupe.  

Juju like the photo and wasted no time calling her girl Eisha 

to see what the vibe really was.  

As soon as she answered the phone Eisha was excited and 

popping her lips and saying yessss Juju.  

Juju stated bitch tell me that that is all you in that photo?  

Eisha said you know that nigga knew he was in the dog 

house after that stunt he pulled last night. I guess he had a 

makeup plan from the door.  

But a bitch Ass hole still on fire fuck what you heard.  

Juju explained that prestige had better stepped his game up 

and do something different then that Range Rover she was 

riding around in. 

Eisha asked Juju if she wanted Rah Rah to holder at 

Prestigue and tell him come off of that paper. 

Juju told Eisha no that she didn’t need that, because if he 

didn’t do something soon her Ass hole would be going to 

another nigga that would real talk bitch. 
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Eisha said girl I don’t know if I can even walk for real.  

It took everything out of me to get up and go to the 

dealership to even get the car today.  

Juju told Eisha that she been told her to start giving up that 

ass and if she would have listened then it wouldn’t be so 

much pain now… 

Eisha told Juju to hold on while she linked Jessie into the 

call seeing that she was calling.  

Jessy was the side bitch to nut that was one of the 

commission’s members and had Greensborough no on 

smash.  

When all three of them were on the call Jessie wasted no 

time congratulating Eisha on the new car.  

Juju asked Jessie if she knew what Eisha gave up for that 

car.  

Jessy explained that yes she was on the video call last night 

and saw her bestie screaming like baby.  

Juju laughed saving both are playing out here bitch  nigga 

love fucking a bitch in the ass and mother fuckers better 

learn how to handle their business and work those ass 

muscle keeping everything tight and new like. 

 Juju was an older chick and probably and oldest out of the 

crew and knew what men loved and needed to say 

motivated.  

Jeesy told Juju to shut the hell up those men would do and 

whatever they would be and be and that no asshole of pussy 

would keep them from doing anything other then what they 

wanted to do.  

Juju didn’t have any issues with men she was Prestigue's 

bitch but they was not exclusive and he knew that.  

She had dealt with many different get money niggas in and 

around Baltimore and dc and lived from dealing with 

niggas.  

Juju was a little jealous at the fact that Eisha was 25 years 

old and had be able to bag Rah Rah as her main nigga 

without having to put as much mileage on her pussy as she 

did at the same age. 



 

 

Jessy knew this already and saw were the conversation was 

going to and changed the topic back to the video the night 

before. 

Jessy started asking Eisha what the hell got into Rah Rah 

the night before because that nigga was in straight savage 

mode.  

Girl I don’t know what the fuck time he was on but shit it 

paid off in the end and i am about to hit up King of Prussia 

mall crazy as soon as my asshole up .  

Juju began saying that Rah Rah was looking right into the 

camera.  

Girl that nigga was making a movie with you last night I got 

to get creative to beat that if I am even playing with nut ass 

said Jessy.  

Nut was older around guess age and pampered Jessy with 

anything that she asked for without her having to go 

overboard.  

But she didn’t think that he saw her as may Bach coupe 

worthy and was racking her head trying to figure out if she 

would be able to match what the night before. 

Juju made a sound telling Jessy and Eisha that Prestigue 

was coming up the stairs to her house as they were on the 

phone.  

There was no time like the present to put on for her 

challenge Juju thought.  

So before Prestigue walked through the front door she 

positioned her phone to start her part of the challenge.   

So Jessie and Elisha called in and added their other girl 

friends to see Juju put on for her city.  

Second later Prestigue walked through Juju's door and came 

into view on the video camera.  

Prestigue looked as if he hadn’t aged at all and everyone 

knew that Juju liked her niggas young or at least young 

looking.  

When he was in view of the camera Juju was heard telling 

Prestigue what he was here for to fuck her before running 

confused go back to his weak ass wife. 



 

 

Prestigue fucked around on the side but everyone knew that 

his wife has his weak spot. 

He stepped forwarded smoked the shit out of Juju. 

She shooked her head and said you weak and that bitch is 

weaker nigga. 

This last statement sent Prestigue into rage where he 

gripped Juju around her neck and started choking her. 

Jessy and Eisha as concerned for their friend but knew that 

she was a gangster bitch and could handle her.  

Juju seemed to be really into this and everyone was 

confused if she was for real or was this role play. 

From the look of things Prestigue was dead ass serious. 

While she was being choked Juju was striping out of her 

clothes. When Prestigue saw this you can tell that he was 

confused himself because he was really trying to hurt this 

bitch. 

Juju was to slick for her own good and always had an issue 

with boundaries when it came to him and his wife. 

She wanted to be his number one but Prestigue was never 

leave Monique for a bitch like Juju even though her sex 

game was serious. 

He stepped back from her and admired Juju's body that still 

sat up as wife 21 years old even though she was in her MD 

30’s.  

Juju looked Prestigue in his eyes and ordered him to back 

his little dick out.  

She knew from experience that he had a complex with his 

sex game whenever it game to her because of the fact that 

she was e beast at all times even early in the morning after a 

crazy night.  

Prestige pulled his pants down to his ankles and told her to 

get the fuck on her knees and bless the god.  

Like an African sound fields Juju did as she was told.  

Prestigue rammed his dick in her mouth until Juju was 

having problems breathing.  

He didn’t wait and allow her to finesse and suck his dick he 

wanted to embers her.  



 

 

For some reason this bitch Juju was acting stupid so he was 

going to act even stupider. Once he was fully erected he 

started to smack Juju in her face with his dick and squeeze 

on her nipples.  

Juju seemed to get horny and horny with every move that 

Prestigue made.  

For the next 20 minutes Prestigue dogged fucked Juju until 

she came and came and came again. 

Once they done she asked him that her pussy was better 

than his wife and this time instead getting upset he told her 

that she already knew it and left without talking further.  

Juju locked her door and laughed in the camera asking her 

bitches was the performance good enough to top Elisha’s.  

Everyone was shocked and stuck because they thought for 

just a moment that Juju was crazy and she couldn’t possible 

had done a better job than she had. 

Jessy agreed that Juju may have out done Eisha but the jury 

was out. 

Juju was a real bitch about everything that she did. So she 

continued their conversation while peeling ass naked as if 

nothing just took place. 

Juju was never aware of the fact that all of the young girls 

out of the crew were envies of her strength to endure all the 

bullshit that men brought to the table.  

All in all Prestigue was an okay dude but he just was not 

willing to make Juju his wife. Monique and him had kids 

together and had been through everything that you can 

imagine in your mind.  

What Juju didn’t know was that Prestigue loved her more 

than he did his wife but he wasn’t willing to start all over 

and build with another woman.  

The only leverage that Monique had on Juju was time 

invested.  

Prestigue had Juju living in a high rise condo downtown 

Baltimore two blocks from the stadium where the Baltimore 

ravens played.  



 

 

She was the only black woman living in her building and 

had a Lexus and Juju could have wanted outside of a baby 

and a ring on her finger.  

Prestigue had no plans on doing anything more than 

what he had winner been doing for Juju so she was not 

going to be the winner of the City Girls little game. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

The White House 

 

 

 

 

 

immy's construction was the name of the sheriff son 

contracting company down in Hilton Head South 

Carolina.  

As promised the sheriff used his power as a city law man 

and all of the needed supplies were delivered sooner than 

they would have been under normal circumstances.  

The sheriff kept in constant contact it the attorney giving 

him a day by day break down on the progress that was 

being made. 

Jemmy and his cousin Joey took the work as a special 

project of sort.  

 It wasn’t every day that they had the opportunity to 

create and build things that one only would see and read 

about in a James Bond movie Dr Book. 

So Jimmy and Joey made sure that they dotted all of 

their eyes and crossed all of their t's.  

They also understood the importance in the job that they 

were tasked 

The sheriff had sat them down and explained that he 

didn’t know much of the attorney that hired them but he 
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understand that whoever would be living in that estate 

was wealthy and their safety was important.  

He also explained that he has looking forward to 

furthering his business relationship with the owners of 

the estate as well as the attorney. So he wanted a great 

job done on the estate before the family moved in to the 

home. 

Jimmy and Joey had no intentions of disappointing the 

sheriff or the home owners and also had intentions of 

doing more business with them as well.  

Jimmy and Joey discussed the secret stash room that was 

to be built into the closest on every floor of the estates 

which only two. 

Joey who was master acetate was confused about how 

they would be able to install these modifications and still 

be successful hiding them in the new blue prints that 

would be filed with the town city hall.  

Jimmy explained to Joey that he would just let his father 

the Sheriff   figure that part out while they were only 

hired to do the work not be the train in hiding the work 

that was done.  

The estate had two master bedroom one on the first floor 

and another on the second floor.  

In the first floor there was a walk in the closets that was 

the size of the small bedroom. 

In the rear of that walk in closets was the window that 

saw the side of the property all the way to the path was 

there laid a small back road that could be taken to get toe 

two lane route that could lead right into the town. 

What Jimmy had in mind was to create a door that was 

four wide and six feet in the length that would be 

covered by the shoe and bag shelf that could only be 

accessed once power was running to the door locks. 

Actually power would be the dim light switch that was 

ob. the outside of the closet door in the master bed room. 



 

 

Once the cousins made the property modification to this 

room.  Jimmy came up with other things that he was 

certain that the home owners would love.  

Jimmy installed a biometric system that would have to 

be programmed by the people that would be utilizing this 

room. 

If the biometric of the person enter the room was not 

inputted into the system the room would immediately bra 

turned into a labour death trap and anyone inside of the 

room would be cut to pieces in matter of seconds. 

Inside of the room each wall would have gated shelf 

displaying side arms on one side and long guns on the 

other side. 

The rear of the room would be equipped with the latest 

in monitor screens and computers with the latest 

software that would allow the owners to see not just the 

entire inside of the house but also the Sid roads and 

major road in the town that lead to property. 

This would be after programmed the computer tap into 

the Coty camera system with the help of the sheriff.  

The gated shelf would be actually sitting floating on to 

of bop metric thumbs shelf’s that would hold extra clips 

extended clips and unlimited amount of ammunition for 

the weapons of the owners had in their inventory 

already. 

Once this room was completed in the middle of the walk 

in the closest to help in covering the existence of this 

secret panic room.  

Afterwards the contractors had their worker design a 

master bathroom that was more like a bathroom that you 

would be in a modern day SPA in then in a bathroom. In 

a house that sat in the middle of a country hick town like 

Hilton Head South Carolina 

Once the first floor master bedrooms was completed 

Jimmy and Joey did the walk through virtual video and 

sent it to the Sherriff who in return gave it the thumb up 



 

 

and sent it to the attorney who sent the video to Nunu in 

the Bahamas for the Okay. 

With an hour of completing this video the Sherriff was 

given order that house owner loved the design and 

wanted the exact same master bedroom layout for the 

bedroom upstairs.  

In the living room which was converted on the blue 

prints as being a grand living room. 

The contractors created a wall that the 85 inch television 

would sit on but would also be flipped inside of the wall 

to make the wall paper Palin until someone in the living 

room wanted to watch TV.  

Instead of toing and groove hard wood floors the 

contractors install a light wood texture that also was 

heated where the ventilation system would only be used 

for cool air and not both heat and cold air like normal 

systems were used for.  

The kitchen was designed to look like a kith from one of 

the home cooking new work shows with marble 

counterbid floor throughout the kitchen and sit in dinner 

room.  

As a toss in the cousins created secret draws in plain 

sight that were underneath the counters where the home 

owners could also hide guns and weapons of their 

choice. 

Never knew when trouble would strike.  

In the grand living in the opposite corner of where the 

twirl steps was situated there was an elevator shelf and 

see through elevator created that gave the home owners 

the options of taking the stairs or elevator to the second 

floor.  

It was also designed so that the people in the elevator 

could see the entire living room and the floor while 

being protected because the glasses used was fully bullet 

proof glass. 

Once the first floor was fully completed the cousin had 

two weeks left to complete the second floor which they 



 

 

realized that they would be finish sooner because while 

their workers was finishing up the bottom level the 

cousin themselves has stared the upstairs. 

The land scrapping company that they hired to do the 

outside work was almost completed.  

They had a high school friend that they grew up with 

who was just as good as them who had his own company 

and man the work that he did on the outside and out 

strikes of the estate was wonderful. 

On each side of the grass yard there were no houses 

designed that would be lowered into the ground and lead 

to underground tunnels that would allow the dogs to 

underground assess to the entire estate at their leaser 

once. They were lowered into the ground. 

From the security stand point this elements of surprise 

could change the outcome of a home envision. 

Before the move in date the attorney Jerry Solves ousted 

the town of Hilton Head to check in on things and to 

bring the extra money for finishing the job early and on 

time. He drove from New York and was having brunch 

with the Sheriff before both of them going out to the 

estate to inspect things.  

By this time the cousins and the land scupper were 

complete and just working on all of the finishing touches 

throughout the entire property.   

The land scuppers may have out done the contacts with 

is work to the outside and out skirts of the land. 

There has not way any one would ever be able to 

approach the  property with someone being able to see 

and know who was coming their way with two miles of 

time to spare to prepare for whatever the incoming was.  

In the front of the property was a circular drive way with 

the five cars garage off to the side of the house and a 

Guess house completed with 2700 square feet in the rear 

of the estate where company and any other family 

members could stay without disturbing the inside of the 

house. 



 

 

In the rear attached to the estate was a pool that could be 

converted to an outside and or indoor pool with 

capabilities of turning into a warm pool or a hot cool,  

There was also a saner in the ground with an outdoor 

entertaining area and massage room for the home owners 

and visitors.  

When the Sheriff and the lawyer pulled up to the front 

gate they had to wait a few seconds to be buzzed through 

the gate by scan one on the other end of the intercom. 

There was a bell or button to press to alert the home 

owners but a sensor that acted as a silent alarm and 

alerted the owners of someone being at the gate awaiting 

entrance of the estate.  

The lawyer was a passenger inside of the Sheriff city 

official truck and was seen checking things off a list as 

they even approached the gate and property of the in all 

these details because he was really curious about who it 

was stay in of the details involving this house.  

Once inside of the estate the contractors and the land 

scupper was awaiting for them. The land scupper was the 

first to speak to the lawyer and explaining the designs 

and lay outs.  

One thing that caught the lawyer’s eye was the twin 

dogs’ house on the land scupper wanted to answer this 

and was actually waiting for that exact question.  

The Sheriff and Mr. Slovis exited the car to inspect the 

dog houses.  

As soon as they walked into the one dog house the 

Sheriff and Mr. Slovis notice movement and that they 

were descending underground. 

When they finally stopped the landscaper exited the dog 

house and display that they were actually in a human 

size tunnel.  

The sheriff was impressed but the lawyer wasn’t.  

It wasn’t that he didn’t like it. It was too good; he 

realized that everyone actually got the point that the 



 

 

people who would be living in this home were not the 

average family.   

The land scupper instructed Mr. Slovis to follow him and 

they walked to the opposite side of the tunnel and got 

into another dog house to which then he raised and came 

up in the back yard of the estate. 

Only when Mr. Slovis saw the pack of the property did 

he show any signs that he liked what he was seeing. The 

land scarper didn’t care he was confined in his work and 

knew that at the end everyone would appreciate the extra 

piece added to his order.  

When they opened the door to the dog house the cousins 

took over and began to show off the work that they 

completed with the back yard and SPA like saner room 

and so on. 

They all then walked to the further fence and that was 

when joey picked the rock and toasted it at the gate. 

The fence gave off an electric shock like sign which let 

the lawyer know that once activated no one that was 

unwanted would be able to scale the fence to gain entry 

to the property. 

As he was been shown the entire property features the 

Sheriff became aware that the lawyer Mr. Slovis was 

recording everything inside of his phone.  

The sheriff already knew what the video was fro. He 

guessed the owners wanted a total look at everything 

before officially moving in case there were extras that 

they wanted included beforehand.  

The cousins then took Mr. Sovis into the estate from 

really impressed.   

The back entrance was just a good as the grand entrance 

and from the rear you could see the elevator and circular 

stair case that really showed off excellent place in the 

estate. 

The first room that was toured was the kitchen where the 

contractors showed off the secret compartments that 

were under each cabinet.  



 

 

When the lamer videoed this he asked what was the 

purpose for this and the cousins explained.  

Upon the explanation the attorney Mr. Slovis realized 

that it made sense and that Nunu would appreciate this 

little extra detail.  

When they got into the master bedroom that was when 

Mr. Slovis became truly impressed by the work that was 

put into this estate.  

When they purchased the places everything seemed 

dated like the 1950’s. 

Jimmy took the lead in the master bedroom on the first 

floor.  

He walked Mr. Slovis through showing him that the TV 

would be able to watch the cable and also display the 

cameras throughout the entire property.  

He then walked him in to the walk in closet and began 

showing them the layout. 

After this he displayed the secret room and showed Mr. 

Slovis the biometric locking system and how the room 

would work. 

Joey explained what each cabinet would hold and also 

how to access the room without getting locked in.  

The stash room as designed so that even if someone 

gained entry that they would get locked in or murdered 

by the laser beams that would security pop out if your 

bio metrics was not programed to the security system.  

Mr. Slovis made certain that he proceed this and Joey 

explaining this so that Nunu, China, King and Issiah 

would understand the importance of this room. 

 Afterwards Jimmy explained the upstairs master 

bathroom and bedroom was the exact same after the tour 

of the grand living room Mr. Slovis explained that he 

wanted to see the front of the estate.  

Joey and the land scupper took over from this point.  

Joey activated a drone and gave Mr. Slovis the screen 

that could show what the drone was viewing and 

recording.  



 

 

Mr. Slovis saw the entire estate and the roads leading to 

the estate and into town from the screen.  

At each path leading to and from Joey clicked and 

showed the hidden camera view that the home owners 

would be able to see from inside of the house.   

The land scupper began to inform Mr. Slovis that each 

road and path leading to and from the estate was 

equipped with hidden motion sensors that would allow 

the owners to know and see who was heading their way 

five miles before getting to the front gate. He then 

explained that gave the owners enough time to active 

their security system including the dogs being let loose 

and getting to the stash room on both floors.  

Jimmy then explained that each in down was equipped 

with a mental gate that would come down and cut off all 

access to the estate and lock the owners inside and keep 

intruders out.  

Lastly Jimmy got into the tunnel under the house that 

lead to the lake in the rear of the estate with a speed goat 

in the bat cave them access to five direction where they 

can escape danger.  

Mr. Slovis nodded his head in the direction of the 

contractors and there and land scupper while walking to 

the Sheriff truck to retrieve the cache of money.  

The then began to send all of the video footage to Nunu 

for viewer and told them that he would know before the 

end of the day if there was any extra that they may need 

to add. Jimmy told Joey to contact the cleaners in the 

meantime and to make arrangements to start prepping 

the estate within the hour while the attorney was at the 

Sheriff office discussing possible investment in the town 

of Hilton Head Nunu text Mr. Slovis giving him the 

thumps up and add that she wanted to win do payment 

dogs ordered on the day of move in.  

When Mr. Slovis asked what that exact day would be 

Nunu text back in 48 hours which was too days from 

now.   



 

 

Mr. Slovis expressed to the Sheriff that he would be 

meeting the owners in two days which the sheriff stated 

he was okay with that. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Home Sweet Home 

 

 

 

 

 

t was Sunday afternoon and China had just finish 

preparing ox tail with white rice and beans for 

dinner.  

Everyone was at the table including Issiah who had been 

sad of lately because the fact everyone seemed to had 

been doing their own thing and showing him no 

attention.  

What Issiah didn’t know was that everyone was 

preparing to return to a world that he didn’t even know 

existed. 

Nunu completed setting the table and China started 

serving the food.  

Nunu became aware that King couldn’t keep his eyes off 

of China's little tight ass and made a mental note that she 

would have to have a talk with him about controlling his 

emotions and eye sight.  

China knew that king had the vipers bad for her and she 

found it to be so cute.  
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What she didn’t understand was in the United States 

showing your feelings for significant other like that 

could be used to exploit you and to attack you.  

Nunu made a second mental note to speak to China about 

this when they were alone.  China was a killer and a 

same. 

China may have been a killer and a bad bitch but none of 

that would make a difference and play a role in keeping 

her alive in the United States in the underworld.  

Nunu had come across some of the realest and pretties 

woman in her life time and most of them were dead or in 

jail because they relied on their looks instead their skills. 

Nunu knew that they would be tested and challenged and 

this is what she wanted to speak with everyone about.  

Unity and preparing was key in them being able not to 

just survive in United States but take back what was 

rightfully theirs.  

As they eat dinner Issiah watched his mother’s brain 

thinking and wondered what was on her mind lately.  

King sat across from him having eyeing who was his 

great grandfather’s girlfriend and House made.  

Right in the middle of eating dinner Nunu announced 

that they would be leaving for States in two days.  

Meaning on Wednesday morning they were leaving the 

Bahamas.  

Nunu also explained that after dinner they would have a 

family meeting and everyone including Issiah was to be 

present.  

King understood the purpose of the meeting he hadn’t 

been in the states since being eight years old but from 

keeping in contact with Vincent. He knew that there 

were lot of things that here not the same as her 

remember. 

China didn’t think that they needed a whole lot of talking 

because they were moving but she would find out just 

how wrong she was. 



 

 

 When they were done with dinner Nunu summoned a 

clean-up lady from the resort and ordered everyone into 

Mr Matthews’s old room. 

She took this a safe haven because Mr Matthews’s room 

was sound proof and away from everything else. 

When they were finally situated in Mr Matthew’s old 

bedroom Nunu turned to Issiah and asked him if he 

wanted to stay or go to his room to play.  

She really didn’t see and surprise of staying him at only 

eight years old what could he have added to the meeting. 

To everyone's surprise Issiah spoke in a manner in which 

Nunu had never heard her baby speak. 

Issiah said “mommy I am not a baby and I got to prepare 

to protect you and King so hiding information from me 

can only be harmful. 

King responded by telling his little brother that he didn’t 

need help and he would be okay. 

Issiah answered telling him that it was better that they 

teach him how to be a gangster then trying to hide the 

life from him knowing that he would still be affected by 

what they did.  

To that point Nunu realized that Issiah was more deadly 

than anyone room because for him to make statement 

that he just made only meant that. 

He had been holding back playing pussy and watching.  

This was an attribute that even Monster lacked but one 

that key is in survival and decision making. 

Nunu shrugged her shoulder and looked a China and 

King and then began talking about what was going on.  

King slouched in the single love seat that he was seated 

in and allowed his step mother the floor.  

They had plenty family meeting but he knew that this 

one was going to be different.  

Nunu started by explaining that the estate that they 

would be living in was finally completed with the 

modification and ready for them to move in. 



 

 

She put on the 85 inch TV on the wall and started to 

watch the video footage. Mr. Slovis had sent her 

displaying the estate and all of the features that the 

property was but fitted it. 

China was in awe seeing the estate and all of the features 

she had only seen things like that on a movie.  

Life in the West Indies was simple and law enforcement 

only disturbed the poor.  

China came from money and since being Mr Matthew’s 

young lady was used to being around the wealthiest of 

the Bahamas Island.  

 King was quite because he was listening but he also 

knew that he was going to be good whatever their 

situation was.  

On the contrary to his elder brother Issiah was listening 

that his mother was saying there was never a mention of 

where he would fit in the estate where he would learn 

how to use a gun and practice, discipline and 

preparation. 

China asked a question that Issiah was thinking in his 

head. Where are we going to practice and use for a 

range. Nunu directed their attention to what look like 

trailer that sat off to the right of the estate.  

Once she showed the trailer she then flicked the remote 

and the screen began to show the inside of the trailer 

which was an at home gun range. That allowed its 

owners to practice firing a gun without the neighbour 

even hearing shots being fired.  

After being shown this Issiah decided to finally speak.   

Excuse me can I say something is what he said that more 

everyone in the room listen to the next words that came 

out of his mouth.  

All of this is great and I cannot wait to love in American 

sand experience life there put I haven’t seen one thing or 

place where I fit in at.  

You are showing all of this in the trailer was not a booth 

that was out fitted for me at eight years old.  



 

 

I am part of this family and will be part of this 

organization wasn’t it my father and great grandsons 

who created and ran this commission that everyone talks 

about to this day? 

 Then I think a few things need to be changed that 

includes me.  

King just smiled listening to his brother; He always 

knew that Issiah was different and starring to show just 

how different he was.  

King reminded what he was doing at the age of eight 

years old and that was playing video games with his 

right hand man Vincent.  

Issiah on the other hand did nothing but read write and 

study which meant that she was optical thinker 

something that king attempted to become but always feel 

short of being. 

King looked at Nunu and asked her to please make the 

call and make sure that they fix one of the firing booths 

for Issiah's personal use.  

Just as King asked of her Nunu texted that message to 

the lawyer Mr. Slovis who texted back that it would be 

done at the end of the day.  

Cha was the next person up to ask question. Why was 

the estate located in South Carolina but the pull of the 

commission money cities were located more up north?  

King chimed in for the answer.  

The commission wouldn’t be able to move strategically 

in most major cities. 

The south gave them room for errors without the concern 

of all the different law enforcement braches breathing 

down their throats.  

Nunu was impressed by King’s answer and left the 

response at that. King went on to explain to Nunu and 

China that he had taken care of the Julius issue that he 

knew bothered Nunu for the last ten years.  

China stared at King with lust in her eyes seeing how he 

took control of certain matters like a grown man. 



 

 

Issiah watched China and King Interaction even though 

their communication was non-viral.   

Issiah directed his comment to China and asked her if 

she thought that the family meeting was the appropriate 

setting for displaying emotions?  

Nunu and king both were shocked at Issiah’s comment to 

the fact that his mother told him to watch his mouth.  

China interrupted her and explained to everyone that 

Issiah was 110% correct and she really needed to watch 

herself.  

Mommy I tired of all treating me like a little boy. I don’t 

know that all are blind but I am smarter then everyone in 

this room and probably better then everyone in this room 

at most of the things that all do on a day to day basis.  

Nunu then went into breaking things down in business 

and the role that she expected everyone top play within 

the commission.  

she explained that she should expect a lot of blow back 

in them just coming back to the United States and being 

able to gain the chairman position that allow her to 

control the entries commission.  

Nunu then explained that he and King would share this 

role in that would focus on the legitimate and part of 

thing and leaving the grunt work to King.   

This was something that she knew King would love 

because he wanted his shot at the street life. 

Nunu had lived life in the underworld and knew of the 

resistance that he would face. 

She wanted to be there through it all but wanted to 

legitimize the family for good knowing that no Illegal 

organization last forever. 

Nunu then began to explain that monster last book that 

he published before dying “To kill a monster” had 

needed close to 5 million dollars in sales.  

She also explained that the spot light may shine on them 

at some point and time because of the fact that King and 



 

 

Issiah was the son’s and there to William Roebuck 

Legacy.  

This was the first that China ever heard that Monster was 

actually publically known as William Roe beck the 

author.  

In fact China had read one of his books before and never 

put two and two together until today.  

Nunu then explain that she was having to dubbed meant 

dog purchased to roam the property inside and out and 

turned the TV to display the dog houses and the tunnels. 

China took this opportunity to ask Nunu was there any 

direct threats that she was expecting and if not why did 

they need an estate with all security but none being live 

people. 

Again Issiah was the first one to answer this question.  

Turning his body to face China directly Issiah explained 

that the more people that had access to them the more 

people had to key their life. 

Technology was always a better security factor than live 

bodies. 

Nunu knew that her son brain thought like this and that 

he was aware of the life style that they lived even though 

the Bahamas they was considered normal  people that 

were just wealthy folks.  

Kings asked if they were taking much with them to 

which Nunu explained that they were only to take the 

necessary valuables because everything else would be 

order brand new for the brand new start once they got 

there.  

Nunu then explained to everyone that starting today and 

up to them leaving that they would sit down and order 

furniture. Clothing, cars and all so that as they get their 

things would start being delivered to the house. 

 King turned and asked China would they be sharing the 

same room or living in different parts of the mansion. 

China looked at Nunu and waited for a response.  



 

 

Nunu looked at the baby Issiah and said that this is up to 

all of you and grown as adults Isn’t that right baby. 

Issiah shrugged his shoulder and asked where the money 

was at and smiled. 

This was the first time that everyone notices Issiah 

coming out of his shell. If he didn’t talk everyone caged 

in nerdy kid.  

Nunu gave everyone the address to the estate and the 

resort business credit card information and told them to 

order whatever they wanted to be delivering to the house 

starting Wednesday morning. 

She then asked China so stay behind so she could have a 

private word with her after the meeting was over. Once 

everyone else was gone Nunu turned to China and asked 

her did she really still to come to America with them. 

China approached Nunu and so close that from a far you 

would have thought that the two women were kissing 

and asked Nunu what was the issue with her. 

 If she was upset because King was fucking her and in 

love with her good pussy. 

Nunu laughed and stepped back while telling him a that 

there has no room for here in the world that she was 

about to entered and she just need to know that she had 

her back and she was prepared.  

China stated to Nunu that she was slow or stupid and 

knew that there would be many things that she was new 

and would have to get use to but that she would not be 

the cause of the down fall if a down fall came about. 

Nunu responded simply saying that she he hopes not.  

By the end of that night Nunu was going through the 

credit cards and saw that between everyone they had 

already shared close to so, good worth of furniture and 

clothes and toys for their new place.  

Most mothers would have been upset at this but wasn’t 

an option and the amount spent only made Nunu 

understand that after ten years that she was finally 

returning to the life that she so much yarned for.  



 

 

That Monday before leaving Nunu asked Nunu to have 

her sister and not come down to the resort for a meeting.  

Jasmine was two years older than China and looked as if 

they came from totally separate parents. Aretha was 52 

years old but could pass for 29 on any given day.  

 She wanted to leave the resort under their control as 

well as placed their name on the corporation so that they 

would be able to officially handle the company's 

business.  

Transaction if the event raised.  

Both mother and daughter were in shock but accepted 

the role and asked Nunu why was she leaving Bahamas?  

Nunu explained that they were needed in to run a more 

important company but would always have Bahamas as a 

second home away from home.  

Jasmine and Aretha told Nunu that they would do as she 

asked as long as she stayed in touched and allowed them 

to visit the states from time to time.  

Nunu explained that she would do something better. She 

pulled up the photos of the estate in Hilton Head and 

dedicated the Guess house to Aretha and Jasmine since 

China would be staying with them also. 

Before Nunu knew it was Tuesday after noon and Mr. 

Slovis and Guess were on the phone with her telling her 

the nick the pilot would be at the private airport waiting 

for them at 6am the next morning.  

Nunu asked to prepare a video conference with the 

members of the commission for Wednesday afternoon 

and for her and her family on the absence of Monster. 

 

After this call Nunu check the resort credit card 

statement and saw that 90, 000 of charges had resent to 

close 150, 00.  She didn’t question China, King or Issiah 

because she herself had ordered some expensive things 

for her return as well.  

At 5 am the next morning Nunu awoke to a bunch of 

commotion to find King, Issiah and China banging on 



 

 

her door to tell her that they would be late for their flight 

if she didn’t come on.  

Nunu jumped up and opens her room door to explain that 

yes they may have been running late. But they needed to 

get use to pilots waiting on them back on calls.  

Two hours later they was in a G7 Jet circling the island 

to get one more look at the paradise before heading in 

the direction of the estate where reality would change for 

each of them for good. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

New Beginnings 

 

 

 

 

 

ino and Dot were conversation on what they 

thought the commission would be like with Nunu 

sitting in the chairman seat. 

They knew that change would come soon because it was 

obvious before of the death of the Old Man that Guess 

wasn’t the reason to take them into the new beginners of 

sharing power with all of the different streets. Crews that 

were on the rise in the cities that the commission 

controlled.  

Business in Charlotte and Raleigh North Carolina was 

Okay but had seen better times. 

Bingo was happily married and running two separate 

businesses one a clothing line by the name of NIT and 

seconds a music recording studio. 

Dot on the other hand was promoting parties and stated a 

record label trying to clean some of the street in the 

music bunnies.  

One thing that both of them could agree on was that if 

Nunu took control of the commission Prestigue would 

become a problem and that they would kill him 
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themselves before. They allow Nunu to have to concern 

herself with the bull shit that the brought to the table. 

Everyone knew that the only reason that monster never 

murdered Prestigue was because of the guidance and 

leadership installed him by the Old Man. 

What everyone knew was that with King at her side and 

after all that they went through that decision would be 

made differently.  

Just how differently was something that they would find 

out?  

Get man sat in his 850 BMW coupe on the phone with 

Shawn discussing moving some of the stocked up 

product that he had from Colombia down to Charleston 

where he had things in the smash.  

Lately heroin been slow in the metro at the cause of so 

many other crews tapping into the market and Guess not 

making the call to eliminate the competition.  

Shawn asked get man if he had gotten the memo about 

the video meeting that they were having at 6:00pm that 

day.  

Get man explained that he did and wondered what the 

meeting was about because Guess liked to meet in 

person and never on a screen where he could be recorded 

and couldn’t see everyone’s reaction. 

Shawn explained that it probably wasn’t anything that 

important so Guess didn’t mind meeting that way. 

But got more from Guess directly that Nunu at after that 

day and Nut was cool with that. 

He had great relationship with Ugod who was monster’s 

brother and knew that after the death of Mr. Matthews 

those things would change within the organization. 

What Nut didn’t know was how would everyone else’s 

take the change and would those changes affect his 

bottom line. 

Ugod waited for this day to come for ten years now. He 

maintains a prominent role within the organization as the 

chief straight when dealing with opposition, but had 



 

 

slowdown drastically because Guess was a laid back 

type leader. 

He was at the estate in Hilton Head Reviewing the 

security measures. That was put in place for his 

Nephews and Nunu return to the states.  

He was really impressed by the work competed by the 

country boys and even asked to be but in contact with 

them for future work that the commission may need 

moving forward. 

 Ugod had gotten the contact information of the 

contractors as well as the Sheriff of the town of Hilton 

Head from Mr. Slovis and also asked to arrange a meet 

and greet since he would probably be moving to the 

same town to be close to the family.  

Manman was ready to see what Nunu had in store for the 

family. He appreciated the low key leadership of guess, 

but was well aware that the commission would soon face 

major opposition from numerous faction if they didn’t 

began to clean the underworld up pretty soon. 

 Max was current leader of his New Jersey team but if 

and when Nunu took control Manman was prepared to 

jump back into the driver seat.  

When this was discussed with Max he had understanding 

and typically okay with being bore in and Manman 

batman as long as the family eat food, was that all he 

cared about. 

Over in Maryland Pristgue also gotten world at the 

possible change in leadership and everyone knew that at 

the thought that he again was looked over for the 

Chairman seat even though he had been one of the first 

team member of the commission.  

He delivered that woman was not strong enough to lead 

an organization like the commission regardless of how 

many bodies that she had under her belt and he also 

made the mental note to make sure that he voiced this 

option in the event that Nunu took control of things. 



 

 

Prestige had over 25 million dollars in his stash and a 

strong team that was killing niggas weekly in Baltimore.  

In fact he was the only commission member whose 

monthly income had risen since the death of Monster. 

So Prestigue had even completed taking the commission 

over by the force and had these discussions with his crew 

member from time to time.  

He believed that Guess was weak and that with the Old 

Man good the power that bathes leadership had would 

dry up.  

What prestigue never took into play were the power of 

King and the brain of the eight year old son Issiah.  

Rah Rah had always stayed close to Nunu and Guess as 

well as the Old man Mr Matthews.  

Mr Matthews would always tell him that when he was 

dead that he was certain that Nunu would return to the 

states with a vengeance and he wanted Rah Rah to make 

sure that he stayed loyal to her regardless of what he 

may have thought about her personally. 

Rah Rah always had a crush on Nunu and everyone 

knew that he took it personally when she agreed to be 

monster official side bitch and even live with him and 

Lisa as couple. 

Nunu was too much for Rah Rah to handle and men 

always loved to bite off more than they could chew in 

life. 

They flight landed safely close to 9:15 am and a convey 

of range rovers carried them to their new house in the 

out skirts of Hilton Head South Carolina.  

As they flew Nunu stared off the gets down and be with 

monster before he was murdered. 

There was a certain weight that she carried believing that 

it was her fault that he was murdered.  

She should have never crossed the business line with 

Julius and she had never used her body as tool in the 

filed outside of Julius before and after the event. 



 

 

She knew that King and JJ should have locked in that 

panic room and that she should have been in the house 

with Lisa and Monster defending their position and 

dying with them if it comes to that. 

China as a woman knew that Nunu held this blame 

within and when they once discussed it explained that 

that type of emotion being bottled up would kill her if 

she didn’t deal with it.  

As they drove through the town of Hilton Head Issiah 

kept quiet seeing that his mother was in deep thought. 

He knew that only thoughts of his father could be on her 

mind whenever he saw her in that zone. 

He wondered what his father was like and if he favored 

him in looks and ways such as walks and talk.  

He saw pictures of him but never thought they he looked 

much like him contrary to what everyone else said about 

the two of them.  

When they arrived at the estate Ugod was present along 

with the Sheriff Mr Slovis and the contractor’s cousins. 

Ugod had personally vetted the two Mexican made that 

were actually gift from the cartel and lure ready to 

defend any opposition that made a run at the estate. 

Upon seeing his uncle Ugod King jumped out of the 

back of the truck and ran up to his uncle and began 

throwing jabs at him like he used to see his father do 

whenever they saw each other.  

The Sheriff was smitten by Nunu’s beauty and explained 

that it was nothing to big he appreciated the business 

relationship with the attorney and looked forward to 

doing more business with her as well.  

As this was taking place Ugod brought to the crowd two 

female dubbed meant pincher dogs that were small and 

seemed too had just been born within the last few weeks. 

Issiah ran to his uncle who he only ever met via video 

camera and took the two dogs into his arms and began 

betting them.  



 

 

The rest of the crowd began to make their way towards 

the entrance of the house.  

When Nunu looked back she saw her baby Issiah playing 

with the two dogs and saw the innocent side of him and 

knew that he was growing into a monster just like he 

father.  

Most mothers would have been terrified at this thought 

but deep in her heart Nunu knew that there was not 

better life for Issiah but the life of a gangster.  

They entered the estate and were floored by the grand 

foyer and how it opened up to anyone that entered the 

house. 

Being born and raised in the Bahamas China had never 

seen a property with an elevator in the living room just 

to get them to second floor of the house.  

Nunu who was use to luxury was impressed but cared 

more about security features versus all of the game and 

glory.  

After what happened to Lisa and monster she would 

never again make available so easy to them ever again.  

The first thing that Nunu asked to be shown was the 

home office and the stash room. These two places where 

crucial to everyone in the house.  

The cousins Joey and Jimmy gladly lead family into the 

bottom floor master bedroom and through the walk in 

closet to the safe pains room.  

Joey loved explaining the laser detection that was 

attached to the families’ biometric make up and 

explained that they would each have to report to an 

outside company so that they make up so that they make 

up could and installed. 

China asked again 618 clarifications on why this was 

needed and that was when Joey decided to give them an 

example.  

He ordered everyone out of the room and turned the 

lights off before activating the lasers.  



 

 

When the lights were out the lasers moving throughout 

the room could be seen and that was when Joey took an 

orange and through it into the laser and watched at the 

orange was sliced into pieces.  

He turns the lasers off and the lights back on and 

explained that the same thing would occur to anyone 

who accessed this room if their makeup was not 

programed into the main frame of the security room. 

Issiah started at Joey and asked him if there was a 

separate power source controlling the flow of power to 

this room. 

Joey didn’t expect that question from an eight year old 

boy but he answered it nevertheless.  

He explained that the power controlling the room was on 

a separate generator.  

Issiah asked how long would it take for them to modify 

the power source to be from solar panels that would be 

on the roof of the house. Before he was finished with the 

statement Joey realized just how good of an idea that 

was.  

Using solar panels as a source of power that are 

positioned on the roof of the house mean there would 

never be anyway that anyone could disturb the current.  

Joey answered Issiah as if he was an adult and told him 

those modification could be taken care of in a matter of 

hours.  

Issiah gave Joey a look that was understood as get it 

done then.  

Watching this conversation of non-verbal tactics was 

weird from Nunu 's stand point but she had reached the 

point where she understood Issiah was King's brother 

and monsters baby.  

The laser trick was cool but that was if a stranger got 

inside of the room.  

Issiah thoughts were what if that same stranger made 

sure that they didn’t access the room before storming the 

house.  



 

 

King wasn’t surprised at Issiah's break through at an 

early age because even though he wasn’t into the life 

style when he was eight if Lisa and monster groomed 

him he would have been. Issiah was not groomed but he 

yearned to be special in any and all that he touched and 

took part in. 

As they were leaving out of the master bedroom Issiah 

asked Joey if he thought it would be a good idea if they 

also ran the elevator power to the solar panels while they 

were up there making the modification for the room.  

Issiah asked this question in an Arthurian style which 

was more likely informing Joey what he wanted him to 

do rather than suggesting.  

The family was escorted to the rear of the property 

where they were shown the SPA like massage and 

saunter rooms the indoor and outdoor pools and more.  

Afterwards the land scupper began explaining all the 

work and features that he and his team put in China 

stood next to him because she had a difficult time 

understanding what he was saying due to him having a 

deep hearty Southern Accent.  

Once the grand tour was completed Nunu and China 

took off to speak with the Sheriff and Mr. Slims in the 

home office what was nothing short of a special OPS 

room that the United States military used when preparing 

for war.  

While this was taking place the maid and the chiefs were 

assisting in the delivery of clothes furniture and other 

things that had been ordered by everyone and were 

starting to arrive on that day.  

Nunu wasted no time breaking ice with the Sheriff 

because she knew the progress that Mr. Slims had made 

in his own relationship.  

She explained that she would initially start off investing 

10% of their profit into the town of Hilton Head and 

another 10% of her own money in any personal business 

owned by the Sheriff and his family.  



 

 

The Sheriff was not disappointed and sat quiet until he 

was asked to speak. 

Even though he was the law in that town he knew when 

he was not the person who controlled things and had the 

power.  

Nunu asked him was he okay with the initial 

arrangement with the understanding that the percentage 

could only go upwards as longs as they were property 

protected and that their businesses that were outside of 

the state of South Carolina thrived forward.  

The Sheriff explained that his arrangements were fine 

and that he would personally make sure that Nunu and 

her family were the first ones informed in any law 

enforcement looking threat way or any unusually faces 

coming into the town unannounced.  

The meeting with the Sheriff and Mr. Slovis took a little 

over an hour and when they exited the home office Nunu 

was shocked to see that Issiah had the land scupper and 

Joey making all of the arrangements that were discussed 

during their tour.  

While his uncle Ugod stood guard backing his every 

move.  

Nunu felt so good to see monsters direct family bonding 

with Issiah it was all about the life that she didn’t want 

him taking part in.  

In the mean while King was in the master bedroom with 

China talking to Vincent making arrangements to slide 

through charlotte with the next two days or so.  

Nunu text Guess and asked if the meeting was set up and 

was everyone was ready and informed.  

As everyone else toured the house Nunu sat in the chair 

in the office and told herself that she kneed to find the 

strength that you allow her to take back what was 

rightfully hers.  

What many people don’t know about monster's reign to 

power was that Nunu and Lisa murdered a lot of people 

across the United States. 



 

 

That stood in the way of monster being able to create 

and maintain the commission. 

Yes all of the members got busy but all of the key 

murders were done by Lisa's and Nunu’s hand. 

The only people who knew this was Rah Rah and the 

Old man Mr. Matthews.  

The movers and the maids were still moving things into 

the house.  

The dogs were playing in the front yard with Issiah and 

Ugod and Nunu was staring at her platinum pate watch 

seeing that it was almost 6.00 pm and that she would be 

meeting with the commission to tell them the great news.  

That she was back in taking the chairman’s seat with 

monster's son King.  

At ten minutes before the meeting Guess and Nunu were 

on the phone discussing details of the personalities each 

member and the growth that everyone was made within 

their own citied they control.  

While this discussion was taking place King walked in 

and asked his mother if he was late.  

Seeing that video screen was blank is known that he 

wasn’t late at all.  

Guess informed Nunu that is appeared that everyone was 

in place and that it was time to start the meeting. Two 

minutes later Nunu was staring at some of the 

commission members that she hadn’t seen in close to a 

decade.  

Nut seemed to not have aged one bit. While get man and 

Shawn looked like life was winning the battle against 

them, but Nunu knew that most men in the south aged 

bad. Out the corner of her eye Nunu felt as if prestige 

had a certain smirk on his face that defied her being back 

in the states. 

This was a factor that King also notice but sat quite 

while the meeting began.   

What King Nunu knew was that Issiah was in the safe 

room watching the video feed from the camera in the 



 

 

home office staring into the eyes of each member of the 

commission while denying them the ability to even know 

of his presence.  

Guess the meeting by informing everyone that Nunu was 

formally back and would be taking an active role in the 

organizations day to day activates.  

Prestigue asked Guess to please explain this better.   

To which King stepped in front of the desk that Nunu sat 

behind and said allow me to be more helpful big bro.  

My step mother and I will be replacing Guess and 

sharing the chairman seat from this point forward.  

Guess will remain the sole controller of the state of 

tenses.  

Is that better for anyone who doesn’t understand what is 

taking place.  

For all of all who don’t know who I am I am monster 

first son and her to his thrown. Prestige showed poised 

and asked King why all of the other member were 

looked over for this position first.  

King responded with a straight forward sentence because 

hall showed weakness in the eyes of adversity.  

At that point Nunu realized that were already taking a 

bad turn and took back control of the conversation.  

As we move forward we can all speak separately about 

how you may feel about being looked over and that 

complaint will be properly addressed. 

As of right now the next steps and moves is what I 

would like to contrite on.  

Guess turned the meeting over to Rah Rah because at 

this time he controlled the Afghani connect and had 

furthered his relationship with the Mexican cartels as 

well.  

Rah Rah explained that at the current time the flow was 

great but that they were not moving the work as fast as 

they were receiving the work.  

King asked why this was so.  

Max Manman spoke up.  



 

 

Manman knew king personally and knew that King 

would respect his opinion and not give a bunch of punch 

back.  

King smiled seeing Manxman began to speak and also 

said hello Uncle Manxman a long time no see you?  

Manxman introduced Max and they both began to 

explain about all of the new street crews that had been 

popping up all over and where somewhat problematic in 

each city. They came with their own connect and 

everything.  

King crack a big smiled and listened max explained for 

the next twenty minutes what he fetches was the issue.  

Prestigue saw that king had calmed down and was 

paying attention to Max speak. So he took advantage of 

then and started explaining that Baltimore there had been 

an uprising of the black guerrilla family which was a 

gang that had their own connect and was also killing 

competition.  

King stopped listening to Max and asked Prestigue was 

he sacred.  

When Prestigue answered no he then asked him why not 

none of them niggas dead. 

King despised Prestigue and knew that their relationship 

would never last or be a good one.  

King then asked Prestigue to wait in two to speak 

because obviously Max wasn’t done. King took to 

Manxman and Max because of the fact him remembered 

what his father thought of Manman and the loyalty that 

Max showed him as a boss.  

Prestigue had fire in his eyes but received a text from 

Guess telling him to calm down and relax.  

King was different than his father and he lacked in 

patience but Guess believed that he would come around.  

After Max was done King sat in deep thought and 

explained that he would be visiting every city that the 

commission had a strong hold in and would discuss the 

plan.  



 

 

Nunu asked is there any availability for taking on new 

accounts.  

Just like monster she considered their customers as 

actual business.  

Guess chimed in and explained what he felt comfortable 

knowing that the Old Man was in bad health cursing and 

not looking for new faces believing that the storm would 

pass over.  

Nunu told each member that her and King would be 

crises crossing the cities so he would seeing some them 

and she would be seeing the others and then they would 

complete notes and call a second meeting and lay out the 

plan.  

Max asked did this mean that they should prepare for a 

war; king answered and told them that the commissions 

don’t do to war or battlers. 

The meeting was ended purposely because Nunu wanted 

keep down the rift between her son and her under lining.  

King stood staring at the blank screen with death in his 

eyes.  

He told Nunu that he felt as though niggas were playing 

with the organization that his father died building.  

She told him to calm down and that in due time things 

would shape out.  

Out of nowhere Issiah appeared at the office door and 

told the both of them that if they didn’t get rid of 

Prestigue that he would be their down fall.  

King looked at Nunu and walked out of office.  

Nunu knew that look to well and hadn’t seen it since 

monster was alive.  

She was happy to be home but not so happy to jump 

right back into the underworld. She knew that it was a 

cold world and from the looks of things it was about to 

get much colder. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Take Over 

 

 

 

 

 

he lamina trucked swerved through traffic looking 

like a great white shark on land as it passed other 

drivers.  

China sat in the driver seat manoeuvring the so while 

King sat quiet in deep thought as they drove to 

Charoellet NC. 

North the sign that they were looking for was north 

Tryon exit which was two exits away.  

King had discussed with Nunu what he had in mind to 

swift take care the major issues that the commission 

were dealing with.  

What he didn’t know ahead of time was if he would be 

able to pull it off, but he would find out real soon.  

China loved seeing King in this mode and even though 

she had been the aggressor every time that they fucked 

she knew that it was only a matter of time before he blew 

her walls out.  

Ten minutes later they were pulling into an apartment 

complex where China saw a bunch of men and women in 

the far end all wearing some clothes that had red or 
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shoes or red in it and blasting loud music from a well-

known North Carolina rapper by the name of be baby. 

As the limbo truck pulled up China saw that there was a 

moment of tense before Vincent stepped out of one of 

the apartment and told everyone to relax.  

King was wearing a vase sweat suit with a pair of Dior 

runners with a gold pate watch and an iced out rope 

chain around his neck.  

Vincent ran up to him as if they were little boys in the 

park who hadn’t seen each other in a week or so.  

The different was they were grown men who grew up 

around to killers and dealers and hadn’t seen each other 

in a decade or so.  

King stepped back to look a Vincent before they started 

shadow boxing and sparring with each other.  

This was something that they would do for fun whenever 

they were in the house by themselves and Vincent 

mother and King’s mother was out running errandsetc.  

China sat with the limbo truck door crack and her hand 

on a beret nine mille meters.  

It was a comebacker pistol that Nunu gave her before 

they left and ordered her to protect King with her life 

and that was exactly what China expected to do at all the 

times.  

From the corner of her eyes China felt and saw the 

presence of someone but was too late on her reaction 

before turning and seeing to bitches that looked like each 

other point guns at harassing her was she up to...  

Vincent added in the direction of the car and when King 

looked back and stated to Vincent that China was born 

and raised in Bahamas and had a lot to learn.  

The twins lowered their guns and told China to relax and 

join them it was all love where she was at. 

Only when King told her it was cool did China relax and 

take her hand off of her gun. She exited the truck and 

stood right next to her man.  



 

 

Vincent invited everyone into the last apartment that he 

came out of and those all headed inside.  

Stepping inside of the apartment looked like you were 

stepping inside of in a suite at the hotel.  

Vincent had the apartment decked out in the latest of 

furniture and TV's on the walls. He explained that the 

apartment was his and baby mothers and the twins lived 

in the extra bedroom upstairs. 

King was lost at how his best friend could have control 

of a thousand gang members but was living in the 

projects in the inner city of charlotte.  

He made a mental note that was question Vincent about 

this when they were alone as to not cause and show any 

signs of disrespect.  

Seeing this made King second think if Vincent even had 

the capability to accomplish the things that King had in 

mind for the commission.  

The twin were watching China and sizing her up 

remembering that video she was the same female that 

they saw on video chat sucking King’s dick.  

They were floored by how handsome King was in person 

and knew that they would get their opportunity to double 

team him that was if Vincent allowed it.  

China saw the twins sizing King up show she gave them 

direct eye contact that said back the fuck up and the 

twins did just as China's eye stare demanded.  

King asked Vincent was it safe to talk amongst the 

people that were present in the room. 

Vincent told him he was good but to hold his tongue 

until they were alone because everything wasn’t for 

everybody.  

They went outside to the back of the apartment building 

and sat on two white beach chairs that were set up 

already.  

As soon as they were seated King asked Vincent why he 

was living in the projects if he had all the gang leg was 

not like the life style of the son of a drug Kingpin.  



 

 

King laughed and joked the statement off even though he 

hated when people didn’t give him credit for making his 

own living but that would change property soon.  

King took the next two hours talking to his best friend 

from childhood about him taking back what his father 

created and wanting to implement the gang that he 

controlled to take control of the crews that were popping 

up in the cities that the commission worked in and were 

causing issues.  

King explained that he had studied the green stone 

bullies and knew that they started in New York City but 

had chapters up and down the east coast.  

King asked Vincent if he had contact with the leaders of 

the gang who were in prison in New York State and was 

told that he was in contact with them.  

King then explained that the commission was willing to 

pay a monthly fee to the four horse men that controlled 

the gang as long as they were willing to give Vincent full 

control of the street line up worldwide.  

Vincent saw the vision and what King was up to already 

and called the twins and told them to send encrypted 

email to the horse men because prison system allowed 

email contact now. 

King asked Vincent if he had any other houses or 

location that he lived at and was the Lexus that he saw in 

the parking lot Vincent’s only car.  

Vincent explained that he loved the hood and didn’t need 

much more then he already had.  

King smiled and told Vincent that mindset will change 

real soon my friend.  

He gave Vincent his hotel address and room number and 

told him to stop by later with the twins so they and China 

could hit the mull up while him and Vincent chopped it 

up more.  

As he walked back through the apartment King ran into 

the twins in the kitchen before reaching the living room.  



 

 

Tisha smiled and licked her lips at him while Tasha blew 

King a kiss as he walked by. When they were getting in 

the car China mumbled under her breathe to him that she 

sees she would have to kill one of those bitches before it 

was all over.  

King told China to stay calm and if she thought that his 

mother Lisa or Nunu killed every woman that looked at 

his father?  

Every woman that his father fucked behind their backs.  

China stared king down and asked him if he thought the 

twins were sexy?  

King answered truthfully yes but added that he wouldn’t 

touch them unless she gave her blessings.  

China just started at the limbo trucks navigation system 

and sucked her teeth loud enough so king could hear her.  

King only response to China was that "your be okay ma" 

When they got to the hotel room at the Sheraton 

Downtown charlotte North Carolina, King saw that 

China still had an attitude about the twins.  

As he began taking off his clothes for a shower he asked 

China how long would she be in her feelings.  

China was honest in her answer an explained that we 

weren’t into sharing her man with anyone else. That 

wasn’t what she was taught growing up.  

King shook his head and headed to the bathroom to take 

a shower and get ready for his meeting with Vincent.  

Nunu arrived in the city of Baltimore at 11:45am that 

morning.  

She made arrangements to meet with Prestigue 

personally to speak with him knowing that he was going 

to be the most problematic member to deal with during 

the transition of power.  

Nunu rented a Nissan Altima for the trip she wanted to 

look more like a business woman in an economy base 

car then a drug lord queen pen.  

Prestigue told Nunu to come to him mini mansion that he 

had that sat in the out skirts of the city.  



 

 

When Nunu pulled up to the gate she notices that the 

gate had Prestigue name in script going across it.  

Before she could pull completely up to the intercom the 

gate opened up for her and gave her access to the 

property.  

Nunu drove in and up to the house door and began 

exiting the car.  

As she was getting out of the car Prestigue appeared at 

the front door wearing a Gucci bathrobe shilling and 

holding his arms open expecting a hug. 

Nunu walked passed Prestigue and into the house and 

into the living room.  

Seeing Prestigue and the fact that he thought that her 

appearance was some type of social trip raised Nunu 's 

sense and made her understand just how difficult their 

job would be as a woman.  

Prestige closed the door and followed her into the living 

room and asked if she wanted something to drink.  

Nunu asked for a simple glass of water and club soda 

and explained that she didn’t have much time so she 

wanted to get straight down to business.  

As he walked towards his bar that was exactly what 

Prestigue had in mind.  

He decided to use some of the GHB date drug that he 

had in Nunu 's water to have sex with her and 

weaponries their sex against her in her position the 

chairman or in her case chairwoman.  

Prestigue returned with the water and then asked Nunu 

what he did to do to be graced with her presence directly.  

Nunu held no punches as she sipped the water and 

explained that here was no secret that there seemed to be 

a major disconnect between King and himself.  

She made it clear that this disconnect couldn’t exist 

because of the fact that her and King both share the 

chairman seat at the commission.  

Prestigue discuss this openly with Nunu explaining that 

he understood and respected both her and King’s 



 

 

position, but in his mind he was just buying time for the 

GHB drug to kick in.  

He knew that he didn’t have much time before his baby 

mother and wife Monique came back from shopping. 

She gave him some privacy knowing that Nunu was 

coming to meet with him directly. Ten minute later Nunu 

felt herself becoming drossier and unbalanced but 

figured it was from a lack of water so she began drinking 

more of the water to ensure that she was properly 

hydrated.  

Fifteen minutes into their meeting Prestigue saw that 

Nunu was fully drugged and ready for him to take 

advantage of.  

He didn’t attempt to waste time carrying her to a 

bedroom Prestige laid Nunu down on the couch and 

began taking her clothes off of her right then and there.  

When he got to her panties he slowly eased them off and 

then put them up to his nose and sniffed Nunu pussy into 

his nose and said to her that she smelled like strawberries 

exactly what he always thought she smelled like.  

 Nunu made a sudden movement and groaned to where 

Prestigue thought maybe she was coming out of the drug 

already.  

So he hurried and jumped on top of her and took his 

penis out and began rubbing it and down against Nunu 's 

sweet pussy.  

Once he saw that she was moist he slowly entered Nunu 

's pussy and arched her back up with his fore arms as he 

pumped into her with everything that he had in his body.  

Nunu moans while Prestigue trusted into her pussy. 

Prestigue spoke softly into her ear telling her how much 

and how long he waited for this moment.  

Prestigue whispered her name and noticed that Nunu's 

eyes opened wide and stared into his own while he 

continue to rape her.  



 

 

Sitting in her brand new 740 BMW Monique started into 

her phone at the home cameras watching her man having 

sex with Nunu.  

He was in a zone and fucking her the same way that he 

fucked her and it was driving her crazy.  

What she found strange was the fact that Nunu seemed 

to not be moving and not be into the sex capered at all.  

These made Monique stop watching knowing that it was 

being recorded and go back to beginning when Nunu 

first arrived.  

What she saw made her very upset.  

She watched her man drug Nunu 's water and then wait 

patiently like a predator until the drug took effect.  

She couldn’t believe her eyes and then she switched 

back to the footage and finish watching Prestigue 

actions.  

She from the camera point of view could see that Nunu 

eyes were open and staring directly into Prestigue's eyes.  

She knew her man and knew that his sex thirsty ass took 

this stare as lust but she could tell that as a woman Nunu 

may have been in compacted by the drug by she was 

aware of her body being violated.  

Five minute later Monique called Prestigue phone and 

watched him jump up and answer her.  

When he picked up she told him that she would be at 

home in five minutes and he explained that the meeting 

was going good and he would tell her all about it.  

After hanging up Monique watched Prestige stop what 

he was doing and start putting Nunu 's clothes back on 

her body.  

She was disgusted and knew that she would have a hard 

time holding this in without explaining to him that she 

secretly added cameras to the house because she didn’t 

trust him. 

Prestigue dressed Nunu and once she was completely 

dressed he broke a sent stick and waved in under her 



 

 

nose and made her wake up out of the drug that semi 

knocked her out.  

He then gave her some more water that was free of the 

GHB drug and told her that she nodded off and must 

have been dehydrated.  

Nunu sat and made sure that she was not emotional at all 

with the information that Prestigue just gave her.  

He doesn’t understand that she was drugged but felt 

every thrust that he sent into her body. 

Nunu didn’t want to give off the fact that she was going 

to kill Prestigue especially since she was currently in his 

city and unarmed.  

All she could think about was her baby Issiah telling her 

and King Prestigue needed to be dealt with.  

She didn’t know what was on her mind coming to meet 

with Prestigue by herself.  

Then she mentally shook the thought off seeing that she 

was becoming victim and blaming herself for him 

violating her.  

Nunu had never been weak in her life and would make 

sure that a man would never take her as being weak ever 

again after what she would do to Prestigue if she made it 

back home alive.  

Right on queue as she was getting tired of acting as if 

she didn’t realize what happened Monique Prestigue 

baby mother walked in the door with their two kids in 

tow.  

Monique saw Nunu face and knew as a woman that she 

had to be of assistance to her.  

Prestigue was her man through thick and thin but she 

could not and would not support him in raping of another 

woman. 

Monique walked right over to Nunu and gave her a big 

hug and asked her how she was doing and did she like 

being back in the states versus living in the Caribbean 

islands. She asked Nunu if she was okay and showed her 



 

 

the gun in her purse by opening her bag enough to 

display the gun.  

Nunu shook her head no because she was confused on 

what Monique intentions were. Monique did say out 

loud while Prestigue was playing with his two kids well 

if yawl are done allow me to walk you to your car.  

When they were out of the house Monique explained to 

Nunu as she was getting into her mental that she saw 

from secret cameras what took place and she knew that 

Nunu was aware also.  

She then told Nunu that she offered her gun because she 

would never deny a woman revenge over her rapist but 

she would gone in a week so at least give her those seven 

days before she came back to kill him.  

Nunu shook her head now aware of what had took place 

and that she was really raped. Nunu mouthed thank you 

to her and got inside of her car and drove towards the 

gates. Prestigue watched Monique and Nunu converse 

and couldn’t shake the idea that their communications 

was off.  

Moe never really spoke to Nunu before she left for the 

islands because she knew that he found her attractive and 

that Nunu would kill her.  

His daughter started yielding which made him give her 

his attention and forget about what Nunu and Moe was 

doing outside. It really didn’t matter because he had 

already gotten the pussy. 

As he was busting China ass after getting out of the 

shower King heard his phone going off constantly and 

thought to himself that that couldn’t have been a good 

thing.  

He had only been in the United States for a few days and 

that don’t have his number for it to be that active.  

He jumped out of the pussy and saw that his mother 

Nunu had text him in code telling him to call her 

immediately.  



 

 

He did so and she didn’t pick up the phone so he tried 

again.  

The only reason that she couldn’t have been answering 

him was if she was on the plane heading back to the 

estate in Hilton Head.  

He knew that she could handle herself so he didn’t 

contemplate that she may have been in any form of 

danger.  

Only if he really knew how wrong he was.  

Later on that night Vincent and King closed on a deal 

after finding out that the four horsemen had given 

Vincent the green light to work under the commission 

for whatever it was that they needed.  

This was important because only the four horsemen 

could give Vincent complete control cover the green 

stone bullies worldwide which they had done after 

receiving that encrypted message from the twins earlier 

that day.  

The deal was very simple Vincent would travel to the 

cities where the commission had control over and force 

the competition to get down with purchasing their heroin 

from the members that ran those states or Vincent would 

use the green stones bullies to climate themes a threat 

and receive 10% of the commission profit coming out of 

those cities. Vincent was cool with the deal and plus he 

would do it for free it helped his childhood field stay 

alive in the field. 

While Vincent and King meet in his hotel room King 

gave each of the women China and the twins ten grand a 

piece to go shopping and tear down the mall so that they 

could speak in privacy.  

After the meeting was done Vincent told king that the 

twins wanted a three some with him and wouldn’t take 

no for an answer.  

King responded by telling Vincent to get the commission 

back in to control and the twins and Vincent himself 

could have the world.  



 

 

Vincent said I will tell them and they will take you up on 

the deal I am telling you that now.  

King laughed and told him that they would have to 

convince China on him.  

He said nigga I wouldn’t mind busting both of their asses 

right here tonight but business comes before pleasure.  

O Vincent agreed and told King that he wanted let him 

down.   

  



 

 

 

 

 

True Colours 

 

 

 

 

 

onique put her two children to bed and 

watched the footage of Prestigue rapping 

Nunu again and again and again.  

She concentrated more on the look in Nunu eves and 

knew that her kid’s father was a dead man.  

She was upset with herself for not seeing this before or 

being blind to the fact that the nigga she was in love with 

was a monster that took advantage of women.  

She also knew that she had to leave Prestigue or die with 

him because the commission was coming back to kill 

him no doubt about it.  

Monique wanted to make allies with Nunu and allow her 

to know that she didn’t approve or support what she did.  

She began to search through her emails for the invitation 

to bind's weeding that she received years ago.  

Once she found it she downloaded the footage and sent a 

copy of it to the email with the subject title being for 

Nunu 's eyes only.  

Monique then called her older sister Missy and told her 

to tell Mommy that she was coming home. Missy told 
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her that she was on her way to her house to help her 

back. 

Missy was Monique’s older sister and though Prestigue 

spoiled neither Monique Missy nor her mother never like 

the way that he treated her.  

Prestigue had no respect and had been caught messing 

with different women monthly since they knew each 

other and Monique never walked away.  

So missy knew it had to be something that finally caused 

her to want to leave and she didn’t want to waste time 

asking what it was over the phone.  

Missy told her mother that she was going to get Monique 

and help her pack her shit because she was coming 

home.  

Her mother Janice jumped up and told Missy that she 

was coming with her.  

When they got to the house, Monique already had plenty 

of her belonging ready to be packed into the truck that 

her sister had.  

She decided to not be a bitch and take everything but the 

shit that she really needed. When Janice saw the look on 

her daughter face she knew that something terrible had 

happened she opened her mouth to ask what was going 

on and before she concluded Monique told her it will 

have to wait until they got to the house.  

Janice knew at that point it had to be serious.  

The first thing that Missy asked was if she had all of her 

jewellery which Monique started at her and said bitch 

that was the first thing that I grabbed.  

Janice asked where was Prerstigue to which Moe 

answered she didn’t know and really didn’t care.  

Janice followed her oldest daughter Missy in her own car 

so with three cares of room to play with they had no 

issue getting all of Monique’s property into them. 

Janice grandchildren was happy to see their grandmother 

but knew that something was afoot because they sat in 



 

 

the pack of their mother car quietly as the sisters and 

mother gathered Monique’s belongings.  

They were almost done packing when Monique’s phone 

rung and she saw that it was Prestige calling.  

She hesitated from answering then thought that it would 

be better if she didn’t avoid his calls yet. 

When she picked up the phone Prestigue asked her what 

she was doing and Monique told him that she was taking 

the kids to the malls to pick up a few things.  

He laughed at her and asked her why didn’t she stay 

home and oust order on line like normal rich people did.  

Monique laughed and held in her anger and responded 

telling him that she liked moving around so, she could 

keep an eye on him.  

Prestigue said okay baby you win.  

Well just tell my babies that I called and check up on 

them okay.  

Aure will daddy Monqiue said and hung up the phone 

cutting the conversation short. Missy and Janice watched 

the interaction between Prestigue and Monique and 

knew that if she had reached the point of no return with 

him that it had to be a serious story behind the reason 

why and had been more entertaining than the days of our 

live soap opera so Missy and her mother loved hearing 

when they went through as long as Moe wasn’t physic 

today things seemed different. To different to take as a 

joke and that was why neither one of them played when 

she called and said she was coming home. Monique 

came from a family that had a linage of wealth. They 

lived in Ellicott City which was minutes outside of the 

city of Baltimore in a house that was 5200 in square 

footage. 

So there was no problem with her coming home and 

brining her kids with her.  

Monique also had a master degree and business and find 

a job in her field would be no problem.  



 

 

She knew that she had to get away from Prestigue at 

some point before he got her killed or locked up so there 

was no time to make that move like the present time. 

Monique told her mother to give her one minute because 

there was one more thing that she forgot.  

She ran back inside of the house and upstairs to the 

bedroom and removed the picture of her and Prestigue 

off of the wall so that she could access the wall safe.  

Once inside she cleared the safe of all of the money that 

was inside of it which was close to a million cash and 

took her twin local locks with her for safe keeping.  

When she got back to the front her mother and sister was 

all ready to go so she hoped in her 740 BMW made sure 

that she had the title in the glove box and then waved 

them to follow her out.  

Back home in the estate Nunu sat in the home office 

drinking patron straight no chaser. She had ignored the 

calls that she was getting back from King and figured 

that she would talk to him once he got home. 

She didn’t want to disturb the business that she to take 

care of because the outcome was crucial to the 

commission over all agenda.  

All she could think about was the different ways that she 

could kill Prestigue.  

She was stuck on whether she would allow his bitch 

Monique to live after the interaction between the two of 

them. 

Though her head was banging Nunu still remained focus 

on her position as the boss. Nunu became suddenly 

aware that there was a second presence in the room with 

her and looked up to see her baby boy Issiah standing 

there looking at her in a daze. 

Mommy what’s bothering you I know that it’s about 

business isn’t? Nunu hesitated and thought about lying to 

him but she saw too much of monster in him whenever 

she looked into his eyes.  



 

 

She took a deep breath and responded telling Issiah that 

he was right she would have to kill Prestigue.  

Issiah cocked his head to the side and looked sideways at 

his mom before he responded. 

He moved close as possible to her without even hearing 

him before noticed it and sat down and look at her and 

said when he looked into Prestigue’s eye while was on 

the video chat I saw envy and hatred for you and my 

brother.  

That is a very bad trait to have in business and that could 

only mean that person has foul intentions towards you 

and King.  

I am not a baby mommy I understand more than you 

may relive it is as if i had been here before this life time.  

Hearing him speak Nunu relived this. He acted so much 

like his father it was unbelievable. 

Nunu just stared into her son’s eyes wishing that his 

father was here with them to walk her through her next 

few moves.  

As if hearing her prays Guess called in and when she 

answered asked her was everything alright?  

Nunu asked Guess why was he asking her this, and he 

stopped and asked her was the room free for him to talk 

freely. 

Nunu could only imagine what the issue was she closed 

her eyes and thought about Issiah being present for 

whatever it was Guess wanted to discuss with her.  

She opened her eyes and told Issiah to close the door and 

Guess it was safe to talk around her son.  

Guess asked her was she sure and Nunu snapped and 

told him to speak and stop questioing her fucking 

decisions.  

At that point Guess began to explain that he still had 

access to the email that monster used when they invited 

everyone to Bingo’s weeding right before he was 

murdered ten years ago.  



 

 

Nunu shook her telling him that she understood and what 

did that mean. 

Well Guess said the other day he received a message 

from Monique email with the subject title for Nunu eyes 

only.  

If disregarding the topic he opened the email and saw 

footage that must have only been meant for her to see.  

Nunu was lost and asked Guess to send adopt of the 

footage to a different email.  

Issiah sat in his mother seat and pulled the footage up on 

the screen while minimizing the screen so that Guess 

was in the smaller box.  

What Nunu watched was horrific and made her 

understand why Monique’s relation was what they were 

on the day that she was at Prestigue’s house.  

Nunu and her baby boy watched as Prestigue drugged 

her water with some type of liquid and then waited for 

her to take the affect then raped her. 

Surprise Issiah took the footage batter then her and 

guesses both to the point where he broke the ice and was 

to first to speak out of the two of them. 

I guess i missed something else in his eyes when I 

watched the video of the meeting lust.  

Issiah looked at the screen and maximized it to where 

Guess was looking at the desk of the table where he sat 

at and asked him if he had a problem with how the 

outcome of this situation would end?  

Seeing that he was taking too long to response Nunu’s 

ordered guess to answer her fucking son and to never be 

slow responding to monster's child whenever he asked a 

dams Prestigue and a would even assisting however can 

and that she saw fit.  

Nunu ended the video conversation after hearing this 

from Guess. She looked through his phone searching for 

a contact number for Monique. 

She took a few minutes tried three numbers before 

someone picked up and said that they were Monique. 



 

 

Nunu asked her if she was the one that sent the footage 

that she had just watched and Monique explained the 

story from start to finish.  

She explained that she always knew that Prestigue 

wasn’t the faithful type and wasn’t sure if he was 

bringing women to the house on the times when she 

wasn’t there.  

So for that matter she installed secret cameras that he 

had no knowledge on but didn’t know that she would 

ever capture him committing a forcing rape.  

Nunu nodded her and stated that was why you reacted 

the way that you did when you came in that day.  

Monique explained that she had to get home before he 

did any more damage and when she offered Nunu her 

gun in was a sincere order. 

Monique then went on to explain that she knew from that 

point on the Prestigue was a dead man walking so she 

had already moved out of the house with her kids back 

home to her mom’s house.  

Nunu responded by telling her that she would take 

Monique up on the sincere offer of killing Prestigue by 

having her help her line him up.  

Monique wasted no time agreeing with her and telling 

her that she could reach her anytime at the same number 

before ending the call.  

Issiah asked his mother if King knew about what had 

happened to her. When she answered that he didn’t he 

ask when she planned to tell him?  

Issiah then said maybe we shouldn’t tell him at all.  

Nunu said no he needs to know but I will wait to he is 

back home in his right mind set. I want his death to be 

something that everyone remembers mommy.  

Nunu heard the voice of monster when Issiah made his 

last statement so she looked in his direction and at that 

point knew that her baby how would be the true leader of 

the organization moving forward.  



 

 

Back in teens Guess was on the phone with Rah Rah 

explaining what had taken place between Nunu and 

Prestigue and informing him that for sure there would be 

some major moves coming down so to be prepared.  

King and China was house shopping for Vincent. Before 

he allowed  his best friend to enter the underworld and 

partner up with the commission he would make sure that 

he gift a taste of what the life was really like.  

They had settled on as bedroom house that sat in a code 

sac develop in concord North Carolina.  

China had also purchased Vincent a Bentley Suva be 

delivered to the house the same day.  

She didn’t add any special features to it like King told 

her to do she figured once Vincent got use to the life 

style he would add his own personal touch to his toys 

that he had.  

King had given Vincent the address and asked him to 

meet him at that location in two hours.  

They got to the location first and made sure that 

everything was as it was supposed to be.  

His mother had wired the money to the home owner and 

made the transaction very simple by signing the deed 

and leaving the owners name blank.  

A feature to which they paid 800,000 grand more than 

the asking price of the property. As King and China 

walked the property looking for places to add security 

features for Vincent China stopped King in the upstairs 

hall way and started kissing him passionately.  

On that day she had on a Gucci skirt with Gucci’s 

sneakers and a Gucci dad hat and shirt on.  

As she was kissing King he began to unbutton his pants 

knowing that she was still upset over the twins wanting 

her man.  

King took his right hand and grabbed China's throat as 

he press her back against the far wall and began lifting 

her skirt up to where it was over her waist line.  



 

 

Seeing that she had no panties on made more horny then 

he already was.  

China was a slim chocolate thing so King her leg up to 

where he was able to enter her from the front.  

They were fucking for a few minutes until King 

repositioned himself and grabbed her second leg to 

where both her legs where in Kings arm and the only 

then that was holding her up was the wall behind her. 

At that point King started to drill China like he had never 

fucked her before. 

Knowing that the house was empty China didn’t hold 

back the screams and moans from the pain and john that 

she felt from making lovelier down as hard as she could 

on each thrust that he entered her body.  

There was nothing between her pussy and his dick and 

the gravity of her weight made her fall on his dick each 

time to the point where she thought that he was inside of 

her stomach.  

It didn’t take long before China was Cumming all down 

King’s legs and her body was conversing as if she was in 

a medical seizure.  

King came inside of her and then sat her down on the 

hall way floor and stood over her fixing his pants and 

shaking her head.  

When China asked him why was he shaking his head 

King told her because the twins would never get the type 

of dick that she gets out of him ever.  

They continued to look around the inside and outside of 

the house while China took notes in her iPhone on what 

upgrades should be made.  

They also had 250, 000 in the combo truck that they 

planned them for a house warming gift for him to do as 

he saw fit.  

King had also contacted Vincent moms Jennifer who 

was like an aunt to him and asked over to meet her at the 

house as well.  



 

 

They heard a knock at the door and found Jennifer when 

peeking inside.  

She saw King she ran to him and hugged him like a 

mother who didn’t see her son after four years of 

college.  

King introduced China to Jennifer and explained that this 

was her son house that he had governed him.  

Jennifer said thank you maybe he Williston top you and 

get out of those damn projects he love so much. 

She told King that Vincent had a nice stash of money put 

away but never to do anything on the side to make the 

money make more money while he did what it was he 

did.  

King told his aunt to stop worrying because he was back 

and that Vincent would be okay now.  

All Jennifer could say was that she hoped so.  

Minutes later Vincent was pulling up to the house with 

the twins it tow.  

He knocked on the door and walked in and saw his 

mommy and said okay Ma you got a new house huh.  

King laughed at Vincent and told him no nigga you got 

are stand what was going on when they heard the tow 

truck backing into the drive way to drop off the Bentley 

truck. China then commented and said oh yeah and a 

new truck to bro.  

The twins started China down until Tisha diverted her 

attention to King.  

This time around china didn’t get mad at all. She 

watched Tisha and then made sure Tisha saw her eyes 

looking at King’s dick and then look back at Tisha and 

smiled. Tasha walked over to China and whispered in 

her ear I hope your pussy taste as good as king’s dick 

taste.  

That china loved the challenge and told her you will only 

find out when I say it is okay so keep wondering.  

Now how do you all like you all new set up twin China 

said aloud for everyone to hear.  



 

 

Tisha stared at her not liking anyone that challenged her 

and or her sister. 

Vincent asked King what the hell did he need a new 

house for King took Vincent to the front of the house 

and began explaining that they were at Vincent was short 

changing himself and making himself to viable to the 

street.  

When that happens you are too easy to kill and stop 

youth legacy.  

Vincent took in the information and knew that King was 

right.  

He trusted King with his life and explained that he just 

never had opportunity to change his situation.  

King was monster's son and Vincent knew better than 

anyone else that king didn’t live off of his father’s name 

sake.  

He may have received money from the life style that his 

feather lived but King made his own bones. 

Vincent also knew that game that King was giving her 

was dead right.  

King told him that he would inform horror how to best 

organize his troops but he would only do that with 

Vincent in private and allow Vincent to give the orders. 

Vincent agreed with that King then went in his limbo 

truck and gave Vincent a rat Gucci bag and told him that 

that was a house warming gift.  

Vincent and King entered the house without Vincent 

looking inside of the bag.  

When they got inside Vincent was smiling and telling his 

mother that King gave him a Gucci bag as a house 

warming gift and gave the bag to the twins.  

His mother looked like she was confused as King 

Shrugged his shoulders and asked the twins to open the 

book bag up.  

When they did everyone was in looking a bag full of 

money Vincent asked king how much was in there and 



 

 

king told him that for him to count and find out on his 

own.  

China looked at her Rolex watch indicating to King that 

they were short on time and had to get ready to make 

moves.  

Vincent told king to watch the news in charlotte tonight 

and they walked out of the door.  

King said copy in the meantime nigga order some 

furniture so that you and those pretty ass bitches am not 

sleeping on the floor tonight.  

The twins waved at China as they were pulling out of the 

drive way with smirks on their face.  

As China drove in the direction of the highway home she 

spoke to King without taking her eyes off of the road.  

Baby when I do give you the green light to fuck those 

twin bitches please do me a favor.  

King looked rather and asked what favor you want when 

it comes to me fucking another bitch China?  

I want you to fuck them in their asses until they beg you 

to stop I want you to really put that big fat dick on them.  

They think that I am a joke so i will get to them through 

the nigga they lust you daddy. King just shook his head 

and stated whatever you say queen your wish is my 

command.  

King called his mother’s phone and Issiah answered and 

asked him how long it would be before he got back 

home.  

King asked why and Issiah sat quiet and said that isn’t a 

respond to the question that I asked big brother.  

King laughed and told his brother they would be home 

pie ten that evening and hung up.  

This little nigga is something else he said to no one in 

general.  

At roughly 8:30 pm that evening an all-black Nissan 

Altima pulled up to the project on the south side of 

charlotte and opened fired on a group of out that had 

been sailing heroin and given off or cop from them.  



 

 

When the new camera appeared the story were five dead 

a three wooded sadly.  

Vincent sat and took the story and forwarded it to King 

with the smiley face emoji saying “let the games begin”.  

Unlike most people Vincent was a hardcore gang banger 

that didn’t believe in talking and reaching even ground. 

It was his way or the cemetery so before he attempted to 

talk to niggas he wanted to send a message that would be 

loud and clear. 

This message was received clearly with five dead bodies 

by the hands of the stones. That same evening he text the 

head of the stone in Raleigh, Baltimore Jersey City, 

Pricey, Tennessee and Columbia South Carolina and told 

them to prepare a war report. This was code for get ready 

to kill at will. King told China that he thought that he 

detected a hint of worry in Issiah's voice when he just 

spoke to him and China told him everything was okay 

don’t stress himself.  

Rah Rah was sitting at the light when he noticed a red 

pickup truck pull up beside him. He put his hands clock 

26 in case he needed to handle his business.  

The driver and the passenger of the truck nodded in his 

direction and threw up the blood gang sign while 

screaming out its all over nigga you mob. 

Rah Rah didn’t know much about gang life but he knew 

enough to understand that mob stood for member of 

blood.  

He shrugged the event off and went on about his 

business. Rah made it to his crib and asked his bitch to 

call her brother for him. When he was on the phone his 

main man told him I don’t know what the fuck you got 

going on but half of the north side of Philly just got into 

a shootout with at least 30 people shot and those two 

crews that were giving us issues just hit me asking for 

the prices.  

Rah Rah hung up and sat on his couch wondering what 

the fuck was happening.  



 

 

He hit Guess phone to ask question and was told that the 

chairman was hard at work to get low for a few days 

until the next meeting. That same night close to 9:30 in 

Plainfield New Jersey, Max and Manman were inside of 

one of New Jersey most visited gambling house with 

Mannan being down close to a hundred grand in petty 

cash.  

Everyone in the state knew who Max and Manman were 

so they were always allowed into any establishment with 

their guns.  

The person playing house gave Max and Manman a nod 

telling them that the owner wanted to see them in his 

office.  

The owner was an old timer by the name of hot rod and 

Max could not figure out why the fuck the owner needed 

to see them personal.  

They never caused issue and never complained about the 

10% cut whether they lose or won.  

Manman passed the bank and told the nibba cutting 

house that this better be good. 

When they got in the office Old man hot rod sat them 

down and locked his door with his two security guards 

guarding the door. 

Max went to reach for his gun but Manman told him to 

relax he knew enough to know that Hot rod was not up 

to trying to do anything to either one of them.  

Hot rod went into asking Manman if he remembers that 

back in the day he got caught up in Washington height 

copping work and had to do a bid in New York Preston 

system.  

Manman explain that he recalled the incident a little 

what the hell they had to do with that and why did he 

stop him in the module of having the bank.  

Old man Hot rod told him that he owed some one's blood 

niggas a favour for bolding him down in a few beefs that 

he had gotten into and that tonight was the night that he 

had to return the favour.  



 

 

He hit the TV so that it was showing the inside of the 

gambling rooms in his spots.  

In the room next to the one that they just left out of 

Manman saw the leader of the hit squad crew which was 

the crew that had been giving Manman's organization a 

lot of issue lately and stepping on a lot of the turf they 

controlled.  

Manxman looked rack at Hot rod like what is this all 

about when he was told to watch and see. 

Hot rod hit the red light in the room and his house man 

pulled out a mac 11 while two niggas came through the 

side door and started shooting the hit squad crew and 

there leader up.  

Once they were done Hot rod told him that monster was 

a very good friend of his as well and King was like a son 

that he never had.  

From this point on, I will act a point man for you with 

everyone in the state that wasn’t buying from you.  

They will all cop from you or die in the street sailing 

another niggas cope. 

Like that they guard opened the room door and stepped 

aside informing Manman and Max that they were free to 

go.  

They left the club instead of going back to the room that 

they had left from.  

As soon as they were outside Manman called Guess to 

ask him why the deal was and was told the same thing 

that Rah Rah was told the chairman was heavy at work 

to get low until the next meeting was called. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

War Report 

 

 

 

 

 

s soon as they walked through the door of the 

estate at 10:30pm that night Nunu called King 

and China into her home office for an 

emergency meeting.  

When they walked into the office Issiah was fully work 

reading an algebra math book sitting on his mother’s 

chair behind them on the desk.  

King looked at Nunu who said it’s a long story that I will 

explain and day we have bigger issue right now.  

King said okay what’s up Issiah put the book down and 

press the play button on the remote and waited  

China and King was confused at what they were 

Prestige’s house and him having a robe on instead of 

curbs.  

This made King very uncomfortable knowing the 

Prestigue was his father's little man as a worker not a 

fucking boss.  

Nunu told him to relax because it wasn’t what it seemed.  

King continued to watch until China asked Issiah to stop 

the video and rewind a little bit.  
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China cocked her head to the side and said that mother 

fucker is putting something in your drink.  

Nunu nodded as if explaining to King that was what 

happened.  

Minutes later they watched as Prestigue raped Nunu until 

his phone went off. 

China wanted to stop looking and go straight to kill the 

nigga herself but Nunu told her to sit and watch it 

complete video.  

When she looked at King his eyes was closed and he was 

shaking his head in a murderous rage she knew.  

But she told him he will get his turn to do what he want 

please watch the video. Monique was seen entering the 

house and interacting with Nunu before addressing her 

man.  

China asked Nunu why was she opening her purse and 

what was she saving to her. Nunu explained what 

Monique told her and that at that point in time she was 

offering her gun in the event that I wanted to kill 

Prestigue right then and there.  

King turned and asked her why didn’t her then?  

Nunu explained that she was still coming down from the 

drug and was confused on why Monique was making 

such an offer instead of protecting her man. Nunu went 

on to explain that Monique had left the house and has 

agreed to assist in lining Prestigue up.  

King barked at Nunu line him up. What the fuck are you 

talking about we don’t need her help lining him up I will 

kill him and his entire crew with me and my bitch.  

China stood by her man and agreed.  

Nunu went to speak but was cut off NY the baby. Issiah 

stood and walked to the front of the room and started to 

talk before King told him it was passed his bed time.  

Issiah sat and waited and continued I am the son of the 

same fucking man that made you. 

The only difference between us is different mothers 

carried us for nine months.  



 

 

Killing Prestigue isn’t a problem at all, but it would be 

wish to make his death epic so that the head of the 

family doesn’t continue to kill them and put them in 

danger. Nunu looked at Issiah with is eyes slanted in a 

devious fashion and said to no one in general that I 

swear that to are your father's son.  

King picked up his phone and called Vincent when he 

picked up he told him to had fast on Baltimore that he 

wanted to handle some of the business personally.  

Vincent didn’t respond but just hung up.  

Baltimore was a city that Vincent knew would not fall 

hard due to the black guerrilla family and how deep 

those were embedded in the city.  

He decided that it would be better to try to speak to their 

leader then waste time and loose homes trying to initiate 

them in a single blow.  

He told the twins who were in the shower playing with 

them enjoying their new home to reach out and set up a 

meeting ASAP when they got out of the bathroom.  

The twins acknowledged Vincent knowing that it had to 

be important anytime that he wanted to call off work that 

the homes had to put in.  

King sat emotionless in rage knowing that he should 

have killed Prestigue as soon as they landed back in the 

state.  

He thought back to all the times that he overheard his 

father and great grandfather talking on satellite phone 

about dealing with Prestigue and knew that his father 

always felt that he would be a major issue sooner or 

later. 

He saw now that the later was in their face.  

Nunu didn’t know what to say to Issiah or King.  

She also saw a certain fire burning in the eyes of China 

that she had never seen before. She slouched down in the 

sofa in the home office and placed her hands to her face 

and began to cry.  



 

 

She sobbed aloud that she should have never brought 

them back to the states.  

China was the first to speak out of the four of them.  

China called Nunu 's name by addressing her as boss and 

telling her topic her head up and that she never due to 

one of them in the room dying.  

You are a boss and there are things that bosses have to 

deal with good and bad.  

Boss up and make decision like monster and Mr. 

Matthews would have done,  

Hearing these words coming from China struck Nunu to 

her core and she did exactly as she was told.  

She wiped her tears and told King that he and she would 

personally deal with Prestigue and that they were 

heading for is more first thing in the am.  

Isaiah stopped them before they were able to walk out of 

the room and said that he wanted to deal with Prestigue 

as well.  

He told them that if they didn’t stop treating him like the 

average eight year old that they would find out on his 

own term exactly what he was capable of.  

King looked at Nunu and said you heard the young Don 

I still don’t get it because when i was his age I and 

Vincent was playing football and basketball or call of 

duty on our consoles.  

This little nigga is just different altogether. 

China leads the way out of the office with king right 

behind her.  

As they began to walk Nunu couldn’t help put watch 

how deeply memorize King was at China’s sexy walk. 

She also notices that the young Gantries didn’t have any 

panties on and remembered the days of when she herself 

would be around monster without any panties and knew 

exactly what King had in store for the night with his 

bitch. 



 

 

Instead of heading right to bed Issiah decided to continue 

his daily video dairy and express what was going on in 

his life.  

He didn’t feel like hearing King and China play all night 

like he had been hearing since they had moved to the 

estate.  

Even though his room was upstairs on the second floor if 

he was in the living room or in the kitchen he would hear 

China screaming King's name or she whip cream and 

other thing slaying around the kitchen and living that 

they were obviously using in the bedroom escapades.  

Issiah loved China like an older sister so he didn’t have 

much complain beside the fact that she sure was loud 

when she wanted to be for a quiet West Indian.  

As soon as they were raisers bedroom China asked 

Alexis to put on some music by hood celebrity and 

began slow winding and twisting her hips to the tunes 

coming through the speaker.  

King was paying China no attention as he looked in his 

phone checking from message from various niggas 

seeing how the streets may have been playing out.  

China saw king was acting so nonchalant as if he didn’t 

notice her so she took all of her clothes off and danced to 

the tunes to the point she was in her own zone. 

China was dancing with her eyes closed until she felt 

King's presence on her back side. At first she thought 

that he still had his clothes on until she realized that what 

she was feeling was actually King's big dick on the crack 

of her ass.  

China slowly began backing it up on King’s dick 

knowing that he was getting harder and harder.  

Since they had first fucked their relationship had taken 

off to new level using toys and experiencing different 

positions and other sexual things.  

King took his time dancing and smacking China on her 

ass knowing that he was starting her up.  

China was like no other bitch that he had fucked before.  



 

 

Once she started up she would fuck for hours and he 

loved the way that she screamed his name whenever she 

was Cumming on his dick.  

The only thing that he hadn’t did with her and to her was 

get inside of that tight ass hole of hers which he was 

determine to do tonight.  

As they danced in motion King saw that he had just a 

little prehumen the tip of hid dick.  

When he had China to the end of their California king 

size bed he bent her over and told her to tweak for 

daddy.  

When China was tweaking King got on his knees and 

started eating China's pussy from the back and thudding 

her ass hole seeing that was throbbing from his work.  

King saw that China was Cumming all over his face after 

while which he took some of the cum and moved to up 

to her ass hole.  

China was completely unaware of her man's intention 

and since she had never experienced anal sex she didn’t 

know how it even started or ended. 

Well tonight China was going to find out what it felt like 

because King was on a fucking mission. King stood up 

and entered China while she was still working. 

She paused for just as second until she had the full 

length of his dick inside of her hot wet pussy before she 

continued working on King's dick.  

While her fucked China from the back he continued to 

stick his thumb further into and out of China's ass hole 

seeing that she was not stopping him at all.  

King stood back further and been to long strike China 

and enters her harder and harder. 

China was in her own zone as always whenever she and 

King fucked and tonight was no different.  

King pulled out this time and instead of going back into 

China's pussy he enter ass but slowly as he and whisper 

over her shoulder to relax her ass hole muscles. 



 

 

China reaction wasn’t what king thought it would be. 

She had always defied him whenever they were having 

sex just for spite but tonight she was looking back 

staring into his eyes asking him was that what he really 

wanted to do to her.  

King held on to her waist in case she attempted to run 

but instead China bite down into the pillow in front of 

her and threw her ass back harder each time onto King’s 

big dick. This made king loose his mind and thrust 

harder trying to break China motion.  

He saw that she was screaming louder and louder but the 

music boarded over her but she wasn’t stopping at all. 

Every time that he entered the ass hole she tightened her 

muscle around the head of his dick.  

A few minutes of this back and forth and King was 

busting a nut inside of China's ass. When he was done he 

laid on the bed while Chine grabbed a wet wipe and 

cleaned his dick off before sucking it until it got hard 

again.  

As she sucked his dick she asked him did he think that 

the twins ass would better than her.  

Before he knew it China was riding him backwards 

starting the fun all over again from the top.  

King work up to Nunu ranging on their door telling him 

that the jet was leaving in an hour meaning he had 30 

minutes to get up and get ready.  

He looked at his phone and saw text massages attached 

to news stories and some with video from the news in 

New Jersey, Philly and Columbia South Carolina of 

mass shooting.  

He also read a text from Vincent telling him that they 

had new accounts in each one of the cities.  

He looked to his right and saw China knock out with her 

leg on top of his so that once he moved she would know 

it and jump up to.  



 

 

King got out of the bed and told China that she should 

sleep in while he and Nunu took off to B-more to handle 

that business.  

China asked him what was there for her to do around the 

house.  

King response was learn and practice being a mother 

because I am certain that nut I bust last night in that 

pussy was the one real talk. 

Brotherhood was something that China never thought of 

in the past back.  

She was more than certain that Mr. Matthews couldn’t 

produce any kids.  

King laughed at her as he was getting dress after a two 

minutes shower because he saw that she was really 

thinking about his last statement to her.  

He asked her why she didn’t been think of that all the 

fucking that they were doing lately.  

China flicked her middle finger up at King and told him 

gown nigga leave me alone. When king was going out of 

the door China was laying back down to go back to bed. 

When he got to the car he saw that Issiah was not in 

school but in the back seat playing with a little 22 gun.  

Ma you letting him play with pee shooters now.  

Nunu told King to stop making fun of Issiah before he 

used his new toy on him.  

That nigga am not going to kill nothing or let nothing 

die.  

Nunu just stared at King Remembering when his father 

monster uses to run that same damn line.  

As they were driving towards the gate the two dogs that 

they had chased the car were barking at Issiah.  

Nunu commented that those dogs love them some Issiah 

I see. Every fucking move that you make they are on 

your body.  

Like a boss is what Isaiah said back in response to what 

his mother was saying.  



 

 

King hated dogs but understood the significant in their 

purpose. 

As if he was reading his mind King heard Issiah tell 

Nunu to tell him to leave able and clam alone.  

Nunu looked at King as if telling him I told you that this 

little nigga is special.  

Within ten minutes they were in the private airport and 

boarding the G7 jet that was waiting for them with their 

personal pilot Nick.   

When they got on the plane king took a clock 17 off of 

his hip and gave it to nick to take into the lock box in the 

cockpit.  

Seeing this Issiah gave him his 22 while Nunu handed 

Nick a machine pistol.  

They strapped in and were in the air in minutes.  

Nunu picked up that satellite phone and dialled 

Monique’s number.  

Monique picked up and informed Nunu that she was in 

play and everything was in motion without any problem 

to report.  

Nunu then gave King and Issiah the run down on what 

Monique had been telling her in the last two days.  

Since leaving the house Monique showed Prestigue the 

video footage through text and explained that was the 

reason on why she had left with the kids.  

They had been going back and forth with Prestigue 

ending the matter and explaining that he was cool with 

what she did and moved in his side bitch Juju.  

Juju was an older bitch from Baltimore that was known 

to fuck with all of the getting money niggas that came 

through the city.  

Prestigue just was trying to get Monique upset by 

allowing her to see that he moved another bitch into the 

mini mansion that she once live in. 

Wwhat Prestigue didn’t know was that Monique had 

already made a deal with the commission where her live 

would be spared along with the lives of her two kids and 



 

 

she would be given half of whatever Prestigue was worth 

at the table.  

His new bitch Juju was friends with Eisha who was Rah 

Rah's bitch and Jessy who was Nut's bitch and they had 

already lined Juju knowing that she would have to die 

with Prestigue because of the fact that she was to 

embedded in thinking that she was his main situation.  

King nodded and commented telling Nunu that he saw 

that she had been working behind the scene hard huh.  

He then informed her that he planned to relocate to from 

chalet to B-more especially since he had been there 

before and announce Vincent as a member of the 

commission for the state of North Carolina and the city 

of charlotte.  

Nunu nodded telling King that she agreed with the move 

and loved the fact that she would finally be able to get 

Jennifer into a better situation by way of Vincent.  

Jennifer and Nunu were just as cool as Jennifer and Lisa 

were before Lisa was murdered.  

They had spooked briefly since she was back in the 

states and Nunu told her that she would make time to 

come and sit down and visit once she got everything 

straighten away with the organization.  

Nick informed them that they would be landing in 30 

minutes as to inform them that it was okay to start 

making their arrangements and pick calls. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Pay back is the Mother Fucking Bitch 

 

 

 

 

 

incnet sat on a video call with Gizmo who was 

the leader of the black guerrilla family for the 

Maryland state branch.  

Vincent held no punches with Gizmo and explained that 

there was an east coast war going on and that the stones 

were behind the killing that he was sure that he was 

hearing of.  

Gizmo laughed in Vincent face and told him that he 

knew that B-more would fall as easily as a lot of those 

other cities fell sourly was he putting on the table.  

When Vincent was done talking to Gizmo he had the 

BGF willing to clean up the city for the commission and 

assisted in killing Prestigue once King and Nunu touched 

down. Gizmo was smarter than Vincent took him to be 

because he knew all niggas were suckers for bad bitches 

and he had two of them that killed at will for him on his 

back and call.  

The twins took this time out seeing that Vincent was in a 

good mood to tell him instead of asking that once all of 

this killing was done that they had plans to jump chins 

and King.  
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Vincent laughed and said I'll set it up but be careful what 

yawl -two bitches ask for I am telling you that those two 

are monsters together. 

As they plane descended to the private airport in DC out 

skirts King looked out the window and notice that there 

were more cars sitting back in the hanger then they 

should have been expecting.  

He said something to Nick and told him to hold fast for a 

speedy take off in case shit isn’t right.  

Rah Rah and guess sat in a Rolls Royce truck and 

Manman and Max sat in a Jaguar cope.  

Behind them were five red, black and green jeep 

wranglers with 20 nigga throughout the five cars that 

none of them new.  

As the plane landing ARS touch the black top King’s 

phone began ringing to which he answered and said I 

hope that is your work at this airport or Prestigue is on to 

us.  

Vincent wasn’t the voice on the other end of the phone.  

Tisha said no daddy that is your assistance and more is 

yours now so you owe us that dick so make sure that 

clear everything with your bitch.  

Then the phone line went dead.  

Nunu stared at her son awaiting his order to see if there 

were going to be any issues here right now or they were 

flying back home.  

She was ready to kill and back in her mood.  

What she couldn’t understand was what the fuck that 

was about because she was close to enough to have 

heard the entire deal.  

Be easy tell Rah Rah they with us.  

As they opened the plane door Gizmo and his crew 

pulled their truck Guess and Manman cars and gave 

them a gesture that informed them that they were all on 

the same team. 



 

 

Max on the other hand never took his eyes off of Gizmo 

defending him as the leader and the first to go if shoots 

rung out.  

When Issiah stepped off of the jet first Guess shook his 

head at just how much he resembled his father.  

Damn they are fucking twins I swear he was heard 

saying under his breath.  

Nunu and King followed each of them visibly showing 

that they had their hands on their guns and ready for 

whatever.  

Gizmo jumped out of his truck and began approaching 

them just as Max stepped out and asked what’s popping 

bro.  

Again Gizmo explained verbally this time that Vincent 

sent them to ensure a job well done.  

Only then did everyone fully understand that Baltimore 

had fallen without a shot being fired.  

This was crucial because Maryland as a state was a 

middle land for the commission and its organization and 

businesses.  

Everyone was prepared to send members of their 

individual crews to B-more to fight a battle with the 

understanding that everyone might not make it back 

alive.  

So to gain the city of Baltimore without firing one shot 

was something that no one of predicted or thought was 

even possible.  

The funny thing is not even Nunu and King thought that 

the proposal would work but Issiah was adamant that it 

would.  

Issiah explained as my walked towards the Roll Royce 

truck that he spent the last seeing the video footage of 

what Prestigue did to Nunu studying the economics of 

the city of Baltimore. 

He then did the math and knew that through Vincent 

they as an organization could afford to give more kicks 



 

 

back to the black guerrilla family then the amount of 

money that they guessed annually.  

So it would be mathematically stupid for them to rather 

go to war then accept the deal. And like Issiah predicted 

Baltimore fell without any acts of violence well at least 

not yet.  

Gizmo approached King and spoke directly to him but 

was stopped in mid-sentence when King told him that 

Nunu was the boss.  

Gizmo stepped back and sized Nunu up as if she was a 

snack.  

Today she had on a skin tight Dior cat suit with her hair 

pulled back in a ponytail and looked no older than 30 

years of age.  

Nunu told Gizmo it was okay to speak she was used to it. 

Gizmo explained that he had ten guy watching Prestigue 

min mansion and they were ready to move whenever he 

gave the call.  

Nunu explained that they were there to kill Prestigue 

personally and that everyone else was just back up for 

this job.  

Rah got out of the car and motioned that he would ride in 

the car with Gizmo to watch King told him it was cool 

he would ride with Gizmo and for Rah Rah to stay in the 

rolls.  

Nunu took her phone out and read the text message that 

she was sent twenty minutes ago.  

That particular morning Prestigue cleared a lot of his 

security detail because he made arrangements for 

Monique to come over while Juju was in Miami getting 

some more work done to her body.  

Just like a fascist pig Prestigue wanted his cake and eat it 

to. Monique knew this and made arrangements for Nunu 

and King to storm the mansion while she was forcing 

him. 

Nunu told Gizmo to tell his crew to secure the house and 

that they would be there in ten minutes.  



 

 

And like that Prestigue life span was sure to end that 

morning.  

While they were in the car Nunu looked at King and said 

I am telling you that want you to violate Monique when 

you get the opportunity.  

I made arrangements for you and her to be in Jamaica at 

the same time two weekends from now.  

I know that she would resist you because your father use 

to fuck her as well and you mirror him too much for her 

to turn that down.  

At the mansion Prestigue had his baby moms bent of the 

stair case as they were half way up the stairs fucking her 

in her ass like a dog bitch that she was.  

Prestigue couldn’t understand why she was so upset 

about him fucking Nunu whether Nunu knew it or not 

when he knew that every time that she was on a vacation 

back in the days she was really with his boss monster 

giving her body up any position he wanted. As he was 

forcing her he had a hold of her jet black hair in the grips 

of his hand and was screaming at her.  

Monique couldn’t understand what Prestigue was saying 

but she knew that today would be the last day that the 

touched her ever.  

Then it hit her loaf a ton of bucks the words that has 

coming out of his mouth. Prestigue was fucking her sand 

yielding why you are so fucking mad bitch when you 

were fucking monster.  

She didn’t know that he ever knew that she was one of 

monster’s side bitches.  

It all started to make since now why he had always went 

against monster so easily because new that he would get 

a pass due to monster fucking her. 

Prestigue paused in the middle of a strove thinking that 

he heard a foreign sound in the rear of property but then 

shook it off knowing that black his main protector would 

allow harm to come his way.  



 

 

He only had a guard on each side of the house with a 

total of four because he wanted some degree of privacy 

that morning.  

It wasn’t as if Prestigue at didn’t care about hiding 

Monique’s body because of his crew had seen her naked 

or compromised at one time or another over the decade 

or so that they were together. 

Shit on one occasion Prestigue had even trained 

Monique on a drunk with his main security guard black.  

So he just decided to give everyone the day off and have 

some fun while Juju was away and if Monique wanted to 

come back then Juju could go back to the condo that he 

had for her or kick rocks.  

He had kids with Monique and that trumped everything 

even though Juju pussy was ten times better than 

Monique’s was.  

Moe just had a tighter ass hole after all these years.  

In the rear of the property one of the BGF niggas had 

just blown blacks head off and was sitting motionless 

because of the fact his body had fell up against the glass 

patio window door.  

On the side of the house a female had snuck up on the 

second guard and knee capped him before putting two 

more shots in his head.  

Jean WHB was blacks brother was being rough the front 

window pane as Prestigue fuck Monique.  

His brother black had told him about the night that 

Prestigue and him trained Monique and since were on a 

Skelton crew that today would be his lucky day. 

Only if Jean knew just how lucky he was today.  

He thought that he heard a sound but when he looked 

back it was Monique looking in his face because 

Prestigue had her sitting on the stair case now sucking 

his dick after he was just finish fucking her in her ass.  

Prestigue even looked back to make sure that he 

acknowledged Jean presence looking at him.  



 

 

Prestigue was into her and different Chinese drugs and 

had taken a pill that he used whenever was out partying 

that enhanced his sex performance that morning.  

Monique's body and ass hole was in pain but she had 

made a deal with Nunu and knew that she was a dead 

woman if she failed so it was her or him and that was a 

no brainer.  

She wanted to move to the bedroom or at least the 

hallway so that Prestigue wouldn’t have a view of the 

gate opening knowing that they had to be close from her 

sending her text.  

Jean turns back around to check his surrounding and was 

hit with a bullet in the middle of his head.  

The host was perfect timing because Monique was 

running up the stairs and Prestigue was chasing her 

telling her no to run now because they were just getting 

started.  

The Rolls Royce was leading the back and had just 

pulled up to the rate when the last guard was shot and 

taken out.  

Seven BGF members sat in the front of the house waving 

them through the gates as three were unseen put in the 

surrounding woods keeping guard for the rest of the 

people.  

Nunu had the code to the gate thanks to Monique and 

them seven car convey entered the premises with ease. 

They pulled all of the cars to the far side of the property 

knowing that Prestigue wouldn’t have a view from his 

bedroom window in case he had luck running on his side 

today.  

Again Nunu alone had the code to get into the front door 

and they all walked into the house.  

Gizmo told his niggas to go and find the bitch ass and 

bring him down stairs.  

Watching all of the BGF niggas run up the stairs looked 

like a section from the Scarface movie.  



 

 

Nunu King and Issiah along with Gizmo walked to the 

living room and took a seat on the same sofa that 

Prestigue was seen raping her in the footage.  

Monique was on the bed with her legs spreader bold 

eagle while Prestigue was super manning her pussy and 

choking her with both his hands.  

Monique saw the niggas walking into the room before 

Prestigue was aware of what was going on and knew that 

it was finally over.  

FATZ walked right up behind Prestigue and placed the 

blue steel of MBE 357 revolver to the back of his head.  

By the movements that he saw Monique make Prestigue 

knew something terrible was wrong.  

Prestigue felt cold metal on his head and knew it was all 

over.  

Before he was able to turn around he felt the metal bust 

him in the back of his head ABD saw blood running 

down his face.  

One of the niggas grabbed Monique and told her to walk 

don’t the nuts while FATZ personally escorted Prestigue 

out of the room.  

When they turned into the hall way Monique and 

Prestigue seen that the entire hall way was filled with 

SFGA members who all had their guns out and ready. 

Prestigue was confused because though he may have had 

his little spats with the BGF niggas in the city there was 

no direct threat or major issues that would cause them to 

invade his mansion.  

When they reached the bottom of the stairs and Prestigue 

saw Gizmo he asked what was going on.  

Before Gizmo could answer Prestigue heard a familiar 

voice of King who told him to shut the fuck up and sit 

down bitch ass nigga.  

Seeing the look in King's eyes Prestigue realized that he 

was in no position to deny King’s order.  



 

 

Nunu patted the sofa and told Prestigue to have a seat 

right here on their favorite couch. Prestgiue mouth 

dropped when he saw Nunu seating on the sofa.  

Monique was in front on him and Nunu asked her to seat 

on the opposite side of her so Nunu was in the middle or 

Monique and Prestigue.  

Monique was still in her birthday suit when Nunu turned 

to her and stuck her tongue in Monique’s mouth and told 

her that King is going to love fucking the shit out of you.  

I have a little Jamiacian trip planned for you all two 

weeks from now baby.  

For now go put on some clothes and go home to your 

kids.  

Monique got up with no shame and stared King in his 

face seeing how much he favoured the man that she 

loved his father.  

She walked passed all of the men and up the stairs where 

she was escorted to her clothes and pack down stairs and 

out of the door. 

As she walked out she told Nunu that she had already 

stopped the home cameras and told Gizmo where he 

could locate the hard drive and the rack up. 

Monique blew Prestigue a kiss and walked out of the 

door to her 740 hemmer.  

Issiah stood up and turned the TV on so the footage that 

was playing on the screen.  

All of the age niggas along with Prestigue and the 

commission sat there and watched him drug and nib rape 

Nunu.  

Gizmo looked at Nunu with a different level of respect to 

be the woman on tape and now in her boss mode about 

to kill Prestigue.  

King stood up and asked Prestigue what he had to say 

for himself.  

Nunu broke into the conversation and explained that she 

had always known that he was on her body but what 

niggas was raping bitches now-a-days.  



 

 

Before Prestigue was able to open his mouth Nunu and 

King saw the blood coming out of his mouth before they 

heard the shots.  

When they all grabbed for the gun Nunu realized that 

Issiah her baby had squeezed two shot from his 22 gun 

into the back of Prestigue head and was looking at them.  

All was doing too much talking he didn’t give you that 

same respect lets go home now.  

Without further due Issiah walked out of the house with 

Rah Rah following him to open the rear door to the rolls 

truck.  

Guess laughed to King and Nunu and stated that he 

guess he found out who the real boss was today huh?  

There and a half hour later there was pulling back into 

the gates of their estate and heading for the home office 

where a family meeting with their entire organization 

was starting in ten minutes.  

As they walked through the door Nunu saw China 

watching TV which something that she never did eating 

ice cream and asked her was she okay.  

China smiled and said you will find out in nine months 

just how okay I am Nunu.  

The comment went over Nunu and King's head as they 

pushed to the home office. When they were seated the 

screen came on and there was a face missing and a new 

face added.  

King wasted no time introducing Vincent who had the 

twins standing in the back of him one on each side and 

also explained to the commission that Vincent was 

responsible for the East Coast mass care that gain the 

commission sole control of the heroin distribution on the 

coast.  

King then explained that for now on moving forwarded 

was moving to Baltimore as the heir to the city and 

would have Gizmo and his own organization of as 

muscle and Vincent was taking over dots position 

charlotte NC.  



 

 

Everyone asked what happened to Prestigue and his 

organization to which King sat back and played the 

video footage of him raping Nunu.  

When the tape was done King explained that what 

happened to him.  

Issiah pushed up in the chair and made the next 

statement that floored everyone.  

For the record moving forward King and myslef will 

react as the chairman who would mostly be King 

because at my age school is still important.  

Nunu is retiring early because she just became aware 

that in nine months she will be becoming a grandmother.  

Then Issiah ended the meeting without further notice. 

Nunu and King looked at the baby and asked him what 

the fuck was he talking about to which he answered that 

is a question that you two idols should asking China not 

me and walked out of the office saving that he had 

homework to get done for school in the morning. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coming Of Age 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

he family had five meeting amongst themselves 

in the next seven days that passed. Isaiah rose to 

the cream of the top using numbers to explain a 

lot of things to now his mother, brother and China.  

These numbers wore mathematic probabilities on the 

success of every move at the family intended to make.  

Issiah made his mother truly understand why retirement 

was best for her.  

He broke the probability of her getting killed or going to 

prison by displaying the low rate of success for women 

drug lords throughout the American history of the 

underworld and judicial system.  

He then made her understand that she could be more 

productive as a mother and grandmother then a boss of a 

criminal mythic. 

The icing on the cake was the fact that China was 

pregnant with King's first child. Issiah made China 

understand that at the age of eighteen King was going to 
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fuck plenty of bitches besides her in the life style that 

they lived.  

So china had two options to leave him or accept it and 

fuck these bitches with him. 

China started Issiah down when he made this statement 

to her but she knew that he was more than correct in his 

analysis.  

Issiah was setting the commission up where only he and 

King would maintain that chairman seat this meant that 

King would rule because Issiah was still a minor and still 

in school.  

The funny thing out of it all was that the three of them 

knew that the young in was right in every move that he 

suggested.  

The week the Jamaica trip Nunu had a meeting with 

Guess where all of this was hatched out and everyone 

understood and agreed with the decision that she was 

making to retire.  

Guess actually informed Nunu that he was relived 

because he had watched her grew up in this life and 

losing her to the game of the system would have killed 

him.  

Guess understood that Nunu was a boss and knew that 

she would rise to the occasion and be a great boss.  

But he also knew that the game couldn’t be tamed and 

Nunu was a different beast and still lived in the times 

that monster ruled and the game was different now.  

Monique and Nunu decided to spend a weekend with 

each other in DC a few days before she went on a mini 

vacation to Jamaica.  

Nunu traveled commercial not to bring so much attention 

to her since she was retiring soon.  

Everyone always thought that having access to a private 

jet was so cool without knowing the details and palms 

that had to be greased to ensure the safe coming and 

goings everywhere that you went. 



 

 

Monique made arrangements for two suites at the hotel 

downtown DC and also acquired floor seat to the 

Washington Wizards game against the UTHA JAZZ.  

Monique was living off of the money that she had taken 

out of the safe along with the 3.9 million dollars that she 

had saved over the years from being Prestigue’s bottom 

bitch, sex slave and baby moms.  

Monique had to pick Nunu up from BWI airport and was 

just pulling up to delta's gate when Nunu was texting her 

asking her why bitches.  

Nunu looked up and saw the 740 BMW and jumped in 

the passenger seat after thronging her bags in the back.  

She was trying to get used to being a regular bitch but 

that didn’t mean that she still wouldn’t buy out the mail 

whenever she wanted.  

Nunu hated traveling with luggage and always travelled 

light and purchased on the go that was never going to 

change.  

Monique gave Nunu a giant size hug she really 

appreciated her because she knew that it was her 

decision that lead to her to being killed.  

The first thing Nunu asked her was did she get the 

package that was sent to her. Monique looked at her lost 

as to what she may have been talking about and told her 

no. Nunu told Monique to check her account right now.  

Monique logged into her online banking account and 

saw that deposits for five million dollars had been made 

in the last few minutes. Nunu explained that we strong 

bitches must stick together and smiled at her and gave 

her another tongue kiss.  

This was the second time in a 30 day period Nunu stuck 

her toing in Monique’s mouth and Moe told her to watch 

it now.  

Monique as shocked. She knew Nunu would take care of 

her especially after everything that took place.  

What she didn’t was that it would come with a five 

million dollar price tag.  



 

 

Monique told Nunu if she knew that the dirty mother 

fucker was worth so much she would have been feed him 

to the wolfs.  

Nunu said in response to Monique that timing is 

everything girl it played out that way for a reason.  

They spent the rest of the day shopping at Tyson's corner 

and town send mall.  

As they were in their way back to the hotel to check in 

Monique received retail telling her that there may be 

issues with the seats she got for the game that night.  

When she mentioned this to Nunu, Nunu told her girl up 

grade up to the soy box please thank you.  

Monique did as Nunu asked of her and then they 

checked into their suites.  

As soon as Nunu got into her room she called Jermaine 

who was business lawyer that she had met since being 

back in the states and had been dealing with at least for 

now through the phone.  

Jermaine was from Virginal beach and came from a 

family of drug dealers so they at least had some common 

ground.  

He asked her how was her flight she explained that it 

wasn’t private if that is who you were talking about.  

He knew of her history in the street put also that she had 

grown up and was attempting to turn over a new leaf. 

Nunu then told him that she had a surprise for him but 

that he would have to wait a few more days maybe just 

one or two more.  

Jermaine said I am just happy to have you in my life so I 

am willing to wait for whatever when it comes to you.  

Nunu informed Jermaine that she needed to jump in the 

shower and get ready for her event but that she would 

call him before going to bed whenever that may be.  

Jermaine hung up and allowed his woman to handle her 

business.  



 

 

Nunu was so shy in explaining to her son's that she had 

met someone especially a man that wasn’t accustomed to 

the life style that they lived.  

But she knew out of respect if anything else that she 

would have to spill the beans sooner or later.  

Nunu understood to the code of conduct which was they 

no commission man could withhold information about 

the women in their life and no commission women could 

withhold information on the men in their life's regardless 

of the amount.  

That is why Nunu wasn’t surprised when other found out 

about Monique and monster because Lisa and Nunu 

knew from the start to the finish which was his day that 

he died. What a lot of commission knew such as Guess 

and Rah was that monster may be the father of 

Monique's oldest daughter that was 15 years old today.  

Nunu was planning on bringing this up to Monique 

tonight while they were enjoying their little girl’s night 

out.  

Nunu jumped in the hot shower and took her time 

washing her body.  

The more time that she spent in the water the hornier she 

became. 

The last man to touch her willingly was the bar tender at 

the resort back in Bahamas and after that she couldn’t 

remember the last time she had opening had a sex life.  

While the water splashed on her breast Nunu thought 

pack to when she felt Prestigue inside of her walls 

pumping inside of her.  

She was getting wet and wet at the thought of a man 

having the heart to try her in the manner that he did.  

The shower head in the suite that she was in came with a 

detachable shower head to which Nunu took off and now 

had in her hand.  

She placed the head upside up and allowed the hot water 

to gush into her open worm trying in turn herself off.  



 

 

What this did was make her Horner then she was 

beforehand.  

Nunu then faced the wall in the shower took the shower 

head and made it rain on her pussy until she was naming 

and Cumming down her leg thinking about riding 

Jermaine dick in the next few days.  

What no one knew other than herself was that she was 

planning to pop up at Jermaine’s house before going 

home and allowing him to fuck her to bed and then fuck 

her some more.  

Before she broke any news to anyone Nunu had to make 

sure that the dick was worth it in the long run. That was 

women code. 

Monique met Nunu in the garage and they headed to 

stadium to their sky box in the garden.  

Out of all the years that she had been with Prestigue 

Monique had never been to a game in the sky box like 

this.  

After parking and heading into the stadium Nunu asked 

Monique didn’t it feel good to be able to move around 

without a bunch of men playing body guard all fucking 

night, Monique told Nunu girl only if you really knew 

that half. 

Without Nunu asking anymore Monique went on to 

explain the treatment that she received from Prestige 

around the house.  

How he would fuck her in the presence of security and 

don’t care and how he had even shared her with the main 

guard black that was killed in the back of the house that 

day. Nunu knew that Prestigue wasn’t shit but this was a 

little too much.  

Nunu herself came from the slums so she could have 

only imagined what type of shit Monique went through 

with a nigga like Prestigue.  

When they finally got to the sky box they found that they 

also had and a bar tender with an inside bar in the joint.  



 

 

This type of luxury was not new to Nunu but Monique 

sure appreciated it.  

The game started off good but it was easy to see that 

UTHA JAZZ had way more talent than the wizards 

could handle.  

Seeing the boring part of the game so far Nunu took the 

time to bring up a few things that he wanted to address 

Monique about.  

Monique I am going to be straight with you.  

You are aware of mines and Lisa atom monster when he 

was here because you were fucking him also.  

Monique acknowledged Nunu but in a subtle fashion 

because of the fact she didn’t think people knew that she 

and monster had any relations at all.  

Okay so my issue or better yet my problem is this I know 

that you loved monster just as much as myself and Lisa 

did.  

Monique shook her head in agreeance with Nunu.  

Well right now his son King is in love and having a baby 

with china.  

Nunu explained who China was and how they met.  

The problem was being born and raised in the Bahamas 

China was not prepared to walk the shoes of the main 

bitch of a drug card and could only become a liability at 

some point and time. 

Monique stopped Nunu in mid-sentence and called the 

bartender over for more drinks because she knew that 

whatever it was she wanted to be drunk before she heard 

the rest.  

Second later Monique down the shot of heresy and told 

the bartender to please bring a few more and just charged 

the card with the tab.  

Nunu laughed at her knowing exactly what Monique was 

feeling.  

So Nunu continued as Monique downed her four shot of 

liquid. So what I expect from you for allowing mou to 

stay alive against the wished of everyone else at the 



 

 

commission is for you to become King's main bitch with 

the acceptance of China. 

Monique looked at Nunu like she had two heads. Nunu 

saw this and kept on.  

Eel all know that your oldest may be monster’s child i 

am willing to allow you to keep that secret with this as a 

favour in return.  

Monique finally found her talk box when it came to her 

baby girl.  

How the fuck can I fuck King if I was fucking his father 

Nunu.  

To which Nunu responded easily the same way that you 

continued to fuck Prestigue after knowing he was a 

rapist and before you say that you did it for me.  

Let’s be for real as if he wouldn’t have gotten some 

pussy from you one way or another.  

Monique smirked at the comment knowing that Nunu 

was 100% correct in that matter. Nunu then said beside I 

saw the way that yawl looked at each other the other day. 

Monique knew that the look she gave King was not 

unnoticed by someone at least. 

Monique asked Nunu was she finished.  

Nunu said yes what you have to say for yourself.  

Look I would fuck King brains up and down and around 

but how the hell will i be able to get around this China 

bitch especially if she is having his baby what would that 

do for me if I end up pregnant by King?  

That is easily taken care of China will have to accept 

King as he is just as Lisa and I accepted monster as he 

was.  

Every time that he blew your sack out him left we home 

as mothers and wives so you shouldn’t have a problem 

living the same.   

Monique knew that China was correct and that she didn’t 

have much too loose in the matter.  

She also knew that if she didn’t agreed one terms that 

she was probably a dead bitch anyway.  



 

 

Monique wasn’t about to allow good pussy to go to was 

in a casket when it could be avoided in the long run. 

So what do you have in mind Monique asked Nunu and 

Nunu responded by saying I thought that you would 

never get there bitch. 

So you and King will be in Jamaica in the same hotel 

next week courtesy of momma Nunu and yawl suite will 

be on the same floor.  

From that point on am I am more than certain that the 

natural chantry will do all the rest of the work. Monique 

busted out laughing seeing that Nunu been had this 

entire order planned out and admitted that she agreed it 

will work because she knew if King was monster son 

that he wouldn’t allow Monique to pass him by. 

Okay Monique said I get the Jamaica trip what about 

China?  

When you come back you will be moving into the estate 

that we have in the South and I am sure that China will 

greet you with open arms.  

That was sort for China had no choice in the matter.  

Monique had been around the commission long enough 

to understand that part.  

What she couldn’t get and understand was why Nunu 

wanted that so bad for King.  

To answer you quest Moe. I know what a real boss needs 

on his arm and China isn’t it, at least not right now.  

You the game and King will listen to you speak and so 

please don’t bust your head thinking anymore pass that 

girl.  

For the rest of the night both Nunu and Monique let 

loose got drunk and talked shit to every man that they 

saw.  

It felt good to be a boss bitch and not worry about a 

nigga regardless of what. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Ninth Ending 

 

 

 

 

 

hat night when Nunu and Monique attended the 

game in D.C., Nunu when back to her hotel room 

and called her man Jermaine being drunk she 

gave him a little strip tease before sending him off the 

bed .  

Nunu then ran across the hall to Monique’s suite and 

woke her up.  

Monique answered the door asking if everything was 

okay with her.  

Nunu told her to shut up and get dress.  

As Monique followed Nunu 's order Nunu went on 

rambling in a fashion that Monique never saw her in. 

Nunu explained that she had a nigga in Virginal beach 

and she wanted to Monique to take her to see him before 

she went back home.  

Monique looked at her crazy.  

Nunu told her look bitch we family now and I got to see 

what the dick is even hitting for before I break the news 

to the family.  

Monique decided to do as she was asked by Nunu to do.  
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While riding in the elevator that night Monique asked 

Nunu if she really believed that King didn’t know yet.  

Nunu explained that she was sure that she had covered 

her tracks well enough to the point where no one knew 

anything as of yet. 

All that Monique said to this was that then you don’t 

really know monster's children. Nunu asked what did she 

meant by that.  

Monique asked her to please keep the next conversation 

between them and them only. Nunu thought about this 

agreeing knowing what Monique was asking of her must 

have been watched to something serious.  

Monique went on to explain that her oldest child was 

monster child and Prestigue knew that and that was why 

he always defied monster on even the simplest task.  

This was the same reason why monster never killed 

Prestigue and always cleaned up his dirty work. 

Mr Matthews knew this also and always advised monster 

on to deal with Prestigue. 

This was also Prestigue's excuse on why he treated me 

so. Monique then explained that her child always seemed 

to know what she was up to even when she hides it from 

her. 

For example Adrian knew that they would never see 

Prestigue again and said this to her just the other day.  

Ache also had always commented over the years 

“mommy is Prestigue real my daddy".  

Monique explained that she never told anyone this other 

than her mother not even her sister but could never 

figure how Adrian always knew these type of things 

without being told.  

So I say this that you got to be wrong if you think that 

both of monster's kids don’t know about this secret dick 

that you got.  

Nunu corrected her saying it wasn’t a secret dick because 

she didn’t ride it yet but damn sure would tonight. 



 

 

Monique went quite and drove while Nunu went thrown 

her text message between her and Jermaine in search of 

the address to his condo that he had once sent to her 

when he thought that they would hook up one day.  

Once she located the address she inputted the 

information into the navigation system and saw that they 

had a mother two hours before reaching his place.  

Monique looked at Nunu never seeing this side of her 

and asked her to see a picture of this man that she was 

head over heels for.  

Nunu looked at her and said bitch the last time I was 

head over heels for a man you took him you sure the 

same shit won’t happen again.  

Monique laughed and told her the only man was looking 

for was King by her own orders so she had no reason to 

be concerned.  

Nunu showed Monique picture of Jermaine and Monique 

was surprised at what she saw. The man resembled 

monster so much that they could have passed for two.  

The one difference was that Jermaine had to be close to 

fifth teen years younger than monster who knew them 

both would be able to tell the differences in.  

Nunu looked at Monique and waited for her to speak.  

When Monique saw Nunu staring at her she asked her 

what was she looking at.  

Nunu stated well bitch tell me what you think?  

Monique said you want to hear the truth?  

Nunu said no lie to me of course I want the truth.  

Well he looks like monster's twin.  

Nunu said thank you because that is why I crossed him 

only a man that looks like William can get this pussy wet 

and acting like Jermaine got me acting god knows. 

Two hours later Monique turned into a community in 

vegan beach and the gate opened up on its own.  

Nunu looked a little nervous but she was up for the task.  



 

 

Monique stopped at a building two addresses down from 

the address in her navigation and looked at Nunu and 

asked her if she wanted her to wait for her.  

Nunu opened her Balenciaga bag and displayed a 40 

clock to Monique and told her to go home and get ready 

for her pussy date in Jamaican what King was working 

with one night when she watched him fuck China and 

trust me Prestigue had nothing on my baby.  

Monique stared at Nunu like she was crazy and told her 

that she had 357 automatic in her waist and lifted her 

shirt and said dust it two bad bitches lacking at the game.  

Nunu was certain that Monique had some type of 

weapon on her meeting her but she didn’t think that the 

broad could handle the pound that she had on her waist.  

Nunu let Monique know that she was impressed but had 

a dick to go up to the door.  

She looked back and told Monique to ship all the clothes 

that they brought to the estate. When Monique went to 

ask her for the address she heard her phone register a 

message from Nunu and saw that she text her address.  

Monique waited a few minutes to make sure that Nunu 

didn’t come running out of the building and need of help 

and then she headed for the highway back to Maryland. 

Inside the building the door man gave Nunu no issues 

access in the elevators. 

Nunu walked with a strut that would make any man 

afraid to ask her anything other than saying good 

morning and good night.  

Nunu took the elevator to the top floor and when she got 

off she saw that there were only two apartments 

Jermaine lived in the pent house which was another plus 

for him. Poor Nunu then listened to the door that she 

knew was his apartment to see if she heard any foreign 

sounds when she didn’t hear anything she looked at her 

Rolex watch and realized that it was 4:15 am so she take 

her phone out of her bag and called Jermaine to see if he 

would pick up at this hour.  



 

 

After two rings Jermaine picked up leaving Nunu 

without the capability to hear if he was home alone.  

Jermaine asked her what was wrong and Nunu answered 

nothing baby what are you doing.  

Jermaine laughed and asked her if she knew what time it 

was.  

Nunu explained that she was only calling to see if he had 

gotten the gift that she had delivered to his apartment.  

Jermaine jumped up and said no but wait let me check 

the front and see he left it in the hallway.  

While Nunu heard Jermaine walking towards the door he 

also asked what was it that she brought and sent to him.  

Second later Jermaine opened his apartment door and 

found Nunu standing there with a trench coat slightly 

opened with no clothes on under net it.  

Before she could walk into the apartment Jermaine 

pulled Nunu inside and closed the door and threw her up 

against the back of the apartment door. 

Nunu hadn’t been touch in so long by a man that she 

really wanted to be touched by that she didn’t know what 

to do.  

That wasn’t a problem because Jermaine was doing all 

of the right things at the moment.  

Nunu felt the Burberry trench coat falling from her 

shoulders before she felt Jermaine’s hot toung in her 

pussy. 

With her back against the door and her body arched in 

the air Nunu’s sex organ was protruding outwards which 

was better for him.  

The next thing that she knew Jermaine was walking in 

the direction of the balcony.  

So just a moment she thought that she needed her gun 

that was in her bag but all of those thoughts vanished 

when Jermaine bent her over the balcony and entered her 

from behind.  

Nunu thought herself that what she felt entering her body 

could not have possibly had been Jermaine’s dick but 



 

 

when she looked over her should all she saw was 

Jermaine’s chest and arms grabbing her waist as he 

stroked and fucked her pussy.  

With every trust Nunu thought that she would pass out. 

She had never fucked a dick as big and long as 

Jermaine's seem to be.  

After twenty minutes of this position and handling the 

dick Nunu let it all out.  

She came twice and then began screaming as look as she 

could on every thrust and stroke that Jermaine gave her.  

Jermaine was more than aware of his dick size and what 

he did to women when they were fucking. 

She usually warned them to take it easy on them but in 

the case he wanted to damage Nunu.  

For the last few months she had teased him and talked 

dirty to him and tell him that he wasn’t ready for this 

pussy all the while knowing he was going to fuck the 

shit out of when he got chance to. 

Jermaine paused and gave Nunu the opportunity to 

breathe for a second.  

He then moved her to the couch in laid her on her back 

and opened her legs as far they could possibly go.  

Jermaine entered Nunu took her legs and placed them 

over his shoulder.  

Nunu mean time was going in and out of consciousness 

and thought to her that this niggas was killing with his 

dick literally.  

At that point Nunu realized that she may have asked for 

more than she could handle but loved every forcing 

minute of this pain that she was receiving.  

She was unaware of how long and how many different 

positions they fuck in.   

The next morning when she awoke Jermaine was gone 

off to work and told her he would call her during his 

lunch break via text message.  

In any other case Nunu would have cursed the nigga out 

but she was relieved that Jermaine wasn’t in the house 



 

 

looking for a morning fuck, cause then she would have 

been in deep trouble.  

Nunu felt that she needs to use the bathroom but was too 

weak to even move.  

Ten minutes later she must gather the strength to get up 

and find her way to the bathroom.  

Like a woman before using the bathroom Nunu 

investigated the bathroom for signs of another woman 

presence.  

After being satisfied that Jermaine at least didn’t have a 

woman staying with him she sat on the toilet to piss.  

She thought to herself that the nigga probably ran bitches 

away with the big ass dick of his. 

After she was finish pissing like always she looked in the 

toilet before flushing it.  

Nunu stared at the toilet bowl dumb founded because she 

saw blood in the water with her piss.  

She took a piece of tissue and wiped herself and saw that 

she was bleeding in her pussy.  

She shook her head and smiled at herself not believing 

that she was standing in the bathroom like she was have 

little ass looking at her pussy bleeding from swex.  

Nunu flushed the toilet and walked back to the living 

room.  

She felt worry in her legs and knew that he pussy was so 

sore that every time that she pursed her legs against each 

other she felt pain.  

She thought about the night and reached the conclusion 

that at least it was good pain after all of the bad pain that 

she had felt in her life.  

Looking at her phone she saw two messages from 

Monique asking her was she okay and tons of miss calls 

from China and King.  

She called King back first and he picked up on first ring 

and asked if everything was okay with her.  



 

 

Once he was certain that she was good he hung up and 

told her that was all that he and China wanted to know 

because they hadn’t heard from her?  

Nunu mentioned the safe word in their conversation and 

that was how King knew that she was safe and in good 

care.  

She explained that she was heading home and would be 

there today.  

Nunu took an Uber from Jermaine’s house to the airport 

and called Monique to gossip about her night.  

It had been years since Nunu could just pen a normal 

woman and damn did she miss it. 

Monique sat quite and then told Nunu that she needed to 

tell the family about Jermaine. Nunu a was not use to 

another woman telling her what was right for her and her 

family so she cut the conversation short and text Issiah 

and told her that she would be home soon.  

We’ll be waiting on you with the smiley face emoji was 

the response that Issiah sent to her.  

On her flight home Nunu decided that she was going to 

call an emergency meeting and break the news to 

everyone in the house about Jermaine existence.  

She closed her eyes for what she thought was just a few 

minutes and awake to the plane descending the airport 

near her town.  

She left her Nissan maximum in the car lot so she didn’t 

need a ride home.  

As she walked through the airport she felt guilty like she 

did wrong.  

She also thought in her head that everyone she passed 

was looking at her knowing that she was holding a 

secret.  

One thing for sure she knew that she was returning home 

with a different walk and that would have to be 

explained.  

That was regardless of who she was within the family.  



 

 

When Nunu walked through the door to the estate she 

was greeted and hugged by everyone even the Chief’s.  

Nothing seemed out of place and King gave her a kiss 

telling her happy that she was back home.  

Nunu went to her bedroom to take a nice hot shower 

before calling for a meeting.  

She did tell China to make sure that everyone was 

present in the next hour or so.  

She found it strange that her baby Issiah wasn’t in the 

house. 

China watched Nunu as she walked through the house 

and towards her bedroom. She couldn’t figure out her 

but there was something that she couldn’t quite put her 

hands on. 

China shared it off and told king who was in the home 

office speaking with a lawyer that Nunu wanted to call a 

meeting in an hour.  

China had never seen this man before but was introduced 

to him by Issiah and king as the commission’s new 

business attorney who will be handling all of their 

investment accounts. 

Nunu took her time taking a shower think back on the 

good time that she had with Jermaine the night before.  

She was nervous knowing that she had to break the news 

to the family but she also knew that she didn’t have a 

choice in that matter, rules where rules and many have 

died because they failed to follow those rules.  

One for certain was she felt being great able to to move 

around as a regular woman in the society.  

When she got out of the shower she slowly dried herself 

off with a JLO beach towel. Her Virginia was so sore 

that she could only pat the area dry.  

She threw on some white spandex pants and a tank top 

T-shirt and went down stairs into the living room to fix 

herself a drink before heading to the home office.  



 

 

Nunu stopped in her tracks because she saw an 

unfamiliar car parked in the circular drive way that 

didn’t belong to King or China or herself.  

China walked by and told her that there was the new 

attorney's rental he flew in to speak business with the 

boys. 

Nunu caught her offering China a drink but then 

remembered that she was currently carry chills inside of 

her.  

She rubbed China's stomach and told her that there were 

a few things that she wanted to talk with her about 

personally after the meeting try to sale me bitch.  

Nunu laughed and said I don’t want none girl trust me.  

China took a long shot and responded back saying "shit I 

could tell"  

Nunu got as close as she could to China and asked her 

tell what.  

China said you got some dick and by the looks of it was 

more then you could take. Shut up girl and let’s walk to 

the office we got things to handle that is more important 

than my sex life.  

They walked towards the office Nunu sipping her drink. 

Before she entered the office she thought that she heard 

the voice of someone that she then thought it was just 

her mind plain tricks on her.  

When she opened the home office door Nunu dropped 

her drink and almost fainted when she saw Jermaine 

sitting across the table from Isaiah and King discussing 

business.  

China asked her what was wrong and if she was Okay 

and helped Nunu to the office sofa.  

Nunu straighten her face and looked up and told 

everyone that this was why she was calling and the 

apologize and meant no disrespect keeping a secret.  

King, Issiah and Jermaine all broke out laughing so hard 

that Nunu began to get angry seeing that the joke were 

on her.  



 

 

What the fuck is going on her, I want answers now she 

said back in her boss mode. 

Issiah was the first to break the ice.  

Mommy do you really think that no of us knew about 

Jermaine.  

Every one of us phone is monitored by me and the 

security firm that I started with Joey one off the 

contractors that worked on the estate  

So me and King and Joey been knew about the so called 

secret relationship with Jermaine.  

In fact that was what started the process of vetting him 

which led to the family hiring him as the new business 

from a family similar to ours and understand the detail 

and privacy that comes with the life style and that is 

exactly what the doctor called for.  

So great catch mommy.  

At that point Jermaine walked over to his woman and 

kissed her so passionately that Nunu thought that she 

was in a dream. 

Issiah said this is disgusting please go to stairs or go get 

a damn room we have business going on here thank you.  

As they were going upstairs to the bedroom King told 

now that she had to break the news by the time he got 

back to work from Jamaica and that she didn’t have to 

worry about China, because he already made her 

understand that she would have to pair up with Monique 

and that Monique would be moving in with them soon.  

Nunu looked like she was lost.  

All king said was like father like son. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

PROLOUGE 

 

 

 

 

 

ifteenth years ago Jermaine was at a family 

reunion and met a man that he was told was his 

Grand Father.  

The man was talking to another man by the name of 

Williams Roebeck that he was told was his older brother 

on his father side of the family.  

Mr Mathews kissed Jermaine and told him that he would 

go far in life as long as he kept his head down and 

worked hard.  

Jermaine told his grandfather that he wanted to be a 

lawyer.  

Mr Mathews told him that he would become whatever he 

would because he would make sure of it.  

Throughout the years after that family reunion all of 

Jermaine brother and cousin always made sure that they 

kept himaway from the street sand out of their business 

that they had going in the streets.  

His mother always seemed to have the money to live in 

the best locations and send him to the school of his 

choice without having the job that matched the income.  
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About a year ago his nephew King reached out to him 

and told him that they would be moving back to the 

states soon. 

King explained that his grandfather who was King’s 

great grandfather had a job for him.  

When Jermaine asked what the job was, Mr. Matthews 

took the phone and explained what the job was.  

Jermaine was to watch over Nunu when she came back 

to the United States and he was to be the sole attorney 

that dealt with the financial affairs of the commission.  

Jermaine asked him was Nunu off limits and Mr. 

Matthews told him he was to be her man, her lover, and 

her lawyer.  

So Jermaine vested the resort in Bahamas one month 

later and made sure that he met Nunu as a customer and 

stayed in contact with her ever since.  

He wondered if she ever found out who he was would 

that affect their relationship.  

Only Time Would Tell! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


